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Mission Statement
The mission of Angela G. Leal Elementary is to provide a premiere education for all students, through a positive and safe learning environment, so that its
graduates are college, career, and workforce ready.

Vision
The vision of Angela G. Leal Elementary is to be the gold standard in all areas
of public education.

Value Statement
We believe that everyone has the right to be a unique individual and that diversity is the foundation of American culture. We promise to be open-minded and
accepting of the individuality of every person. We pledge to respect people for who they are regardless of that persons’ culture, race, gender, physical or
mental disability.

Core Values:
Closing the Achievement Gap and ensuring college success is the best way to help our students succeed in life, contribute to theircommunities, and
overcome the obstacles they face. Achieving this requires the following beliefs and behaviors:
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No Excuses: We control our destiny. What we do during the day matters more than poverty, parent education level, or other external factors. When
the adults in the system get it right, our students are successful. Conversely, when our students fail, we don’t blame unsupportive parents, parent
education level, or other external factors: we look in the mirror and take responsibility.
Whatever it Takes: Through continuous improvement we achieve ambitious results. Those most successful at Angela G. Leal seek feedback,pour
over the data, identify root causes, and implement solutions.
100% Everyday: Our mission and goals apply to 100% of our students, 100% of the time. Creating opportunities that didn’t exist isn’t easy,and it
requires that people give their best every day.
Sweating the Small Stuff: The difference between excellence and mediocrity lies in paying attention and caring about the countless details thatgo into
effective execution.
Team and Family: As the source of strength for our organization, we are committed to attracting and developing high caliber people.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Needs Assessment Overview
INTRODUCTION
As part of an ongoing campus improvement planning process, official representatives from Angela G. Leal Elementary School’s Site-Based DecisionMaking Committee met to determine campus priorities for the 2017-2018 school year, specifically related federal and state programs. This process utilized a
variety of data sources and personnel observations to arrive at prioritized needs that are necessary and reasonable to achieve the goals and objectives set
down in the programs’ purposes as well as the campus improvement plan. The discussion focused on the following areas:
review student performance on available State assessments (AEIS), in general, and in identified subgroups (including special needs students) and
individually;
identify achievement gaps between and among all the disaggregated subgroups;
meet the needs of migratory children as defined in section 1309(2) of P.L. 107-110;
provide training to establish goals and methods for violence prevention and intervention on campus;
publicly present measurable goals for achievement to parents, teachers, and students;
implement intervention processes to ensure individual students' educational needs are met in a timely manner, particularly the needs of low-achieving
children and those at risk of not meeting the State student academic achievement standards;
provide counseling, pupil services, and mentoring services;
assess how results are used to inform curriculum, instruction, and individual interventions;
review the components of a schoolwide program to ensure inclusion in the campus improvement plan;
encourage teacher input in deciding what additional assessments will be used to measure student achievement;
ensure the allocation, coordination and integration of Federal, State, and local funds, services and programs;
review the scientific, research-based instructional programs included but not limited to: Reading, Writing, Math, Science, Social Studies, Professional
Development and Counseling Services at the campus;
monitor the qualifications of teachers and instructional paraprofessionals to meet the needs of various student populations;
encourage staff participation in professional development sessions offered by the district and local regional service center;
employ highly-qualified teachers and instructional paraprofessionals;
provide teachers a variety of opportunities to collaborate, plan, and mentor each other for professional improvement and growth;
facilitate parents and community members opportunities for involvement in activities that support student learning;
include special populations’ stakeholders in the involvement of the needs assessment process;
promote the availability of health and human services to support students and their families;
provide a variety of communication/outreach methods for families who speak languages other than English;
promote and provide education and training for parents/guardians;
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evaluate the parent and community involvement strategies.

SUMMARY
The data sources reviewed include: STAAR results, AEIS reports, local assessments, personnel records and parent involvement figures. The Committee
members noted that the campus has a high population, approximately 56.90%, of students identified as having Limited English Proficiency (LEP) as well as
a high mobility rate although the campus does not have a calculated mobility rate yet. The bilingual program is set up as a late-exit program and the district
had emphasized a focus on this program through Time and Treatment. The campus felt that the district’s initiative, along with the Sheltered Instruction
training, produced positive results in the bilingual program. Angela G. Leal Elementary earned a “Met Standard” for the STAAR results, but failed to meet
the system safeguards for Science for the All Students, Hispanics, Economically Disadvantaged, and English Language Learners (Current and Monitored).
Because the district has an emphasis on providing intervention for students who have failed the previous year, those students are identified for RtI (Response
to Intervention) services at the beginning of the school year. Teachers are directed to progress monitor students and keep accurate baseline data in order to
gauge the progress of the students.
Angela G. Leal Elementary will benefit from the Response to Intervention (RtI) teacher that has received specific and extensive professional development
that is relevant to the needs of the campus in academic and behavior support interventions. The Response to Intervention (RtI) teacher is responsible in
monitoring the academic progress of students and will assist teachers in ensuring that progress monitoring occurs throughout the school year. Additionally,
the Response to Intervention (RtI) teacher ensures that teachers are documenting measurable data that will help to determine if the students are making
academic advances. The Response to Intervention (RtI) teacher spearheads the RtI committee to review the data on these students.
There are over 75 migrant students at Angela G. Leal Elementary who are currently served by a district-level migrant personnel. Currently, the migrant
Priority for Service students are served in a pull out program/inclusion setting by a district migrant teacher. The committee felt that there were sufficient
activities to address migrant students’ educational and other needs.
Angela G. Leal Elementary benefits from the services of a social worker to address the social/emotional and health needs of the students. The social worker
is embedded into the school through the services of Communities in Schools. These services are excellent and serve to eliminate social barriers that can
inhibit student academic success.
Angela G. Leal Elementary has an After School Program with over 175 students in grades K-5 participating. The benefits of the program include having
students engaged in learning until 6:00 PM by providing time for completion of homework and extension/enrichment in reading, mathematics, and science
by participating in various activities.
Staying current and highly functional is a universal need for all schools. Angela G. Leal Elementary can certainly benefit from current state-of-the-art
technology in order to expand multimedia programs. Teachers have iPads that are used for assessment and/or instructional purposes. Currently, there are a
few class sets of iPads in the library that are available for student use for instructional purposes.
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The district has been very supportive by providing ample resources for the core subject areas. The district allotted academic adoptions will continue to be
implemented this school year, providing digital, as well as print resources to our teachers. Teachers will continue to use STEMScopes to supplement science
instruction. In addition, Lone Star Learning programs were provided for math, reading, and writing to support daily instruction of the specified subject areas.
Additional supplementary resources will be provided at the campus level. For example: implementation of effective sheltered instruction strategies,
continued training in Thinking Maps, and Saxon Phonics for grades K-2 will continue throughout the 2017-2018 school year.
The site-based decision-making committee expressed a need for training in progress monitoring, targeting students needs, altering instruction to the meet the
rigor of the STAAR test, and additional training in special population areas. In addition, due to our student population needs, the committee requested
professional development sessions to build a trauma sensitive campus, behavior support interventions, and continued campus implementation of a revised
Positive Behavior Intervention and Support (PBIS) system. The PBIS Core Team will continue to develop and implement a timeline for Campus Culture
incentives throughout the school year including school-wide celebrations and rewards.
In conjunction with the Family and Community Engagement district wide plan, a campus Parent Educator provides instructional programs for parent
education enhancement. Some of these programs include but are not limited to English development classes, parenting sessions, health and physical
involvement sessions, and local community benefit assistance presentations. Sessions are offered on a weekly basis and are held on campus. They also
expressed a desire to continue to provide family engagement activity nights to train parents in the educational methodologies being used at the campus so
that parents may assist their children with their homework and become an active part of the students’ learning.
The Communities in Schools program has assisted the school counselor in inviting individuals that can offer information on their respective career during the
Career Fair. The committee reports that the Career Fair has been highly successful.
The site-based decision-making committee will continue to meet regularly throughout the school year to review, update and modify the campus plan and the
needs of the students, staff, parents, community leaders and other stakeholders involved in the educational program.
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PRIORITIES
The Angela G. Leal Elementary has cited the following needs for the 2017-2018 school year.
Need/Strategy
Continue implementation and utilization of successful initiatives begun in 2016-2017
into school year 2017-2018. These include but are not limited to: Sheltered Instruction,
Thinking Maps, STEMScopes, Edusmart Science, BrainPOP, Imagine Learning, Lone
Star Learning, Think Through Math, iStation, IRLA/ENIL, MyOn, Think Central,
Study Island, Learning Farm, etc.
Survey parents for input on potential parent training as well as school-related issues
that are priorities for families of Leal Elementary students.
Offer professional development in key instructional areas like progress monitoring to
target instruction; differentiating instruction (for all levels from intervention to
acceleration); and delivering instruction with greater rigor.
Monitor classroom instruction to ensure effective lessons are being provided to
students, especially in reading and mathematics.
Meet with district staff and the Schoolwide Improvement Team throughout the school
year to develop a plan for improvement and to make decisions for budget expenditures.
Utilize the Response to Intervention (RtI) teacher to directly assist students and guide
classroom teachers to implement instructional interventions and progress monitor
students.
Monitor the implementation of academic intervention programs.
Purchase student agendas/planners that will help with organization and serve as a
communication tool between the home and school in order to impact student success.
Purchase STAAR practice material that is scientifically-research based in order to
provide practice in reading, mathematics, writing, and science to be used to
supplement the core programs.
Allocate local, state, and federal funds for purchasing instructional supplementary
material, especially for reading, mathematics, writing, and science for all grade levels.
Provide relevant campus level professional development that is relevant to the needs of
the school in reading, mathematics, writing, and science, and the development of the
affective domain, including dealing with student behavior.
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Allocate professional development funds for the implementation of the DMR reading
shields that focus on developing the Figure 19 ELAR Comprehension TEKS for new
modules on Figure 19.
Allocate technology funds for the purchase of technology hardware and software to
expand multimedia programs.
Coordinate with the district Migrant Coordinator and the Federal Programs Director to
provide tutoring to Priority for Service (PFS) migrant students K- 5.
Provide Gifted and Talented (Program Intent Code 21) resources to ensure identified
Gifted and Talented students receive differentiated instruction that aligns with the
Texas State Plan for the Education of the Gifted and Talented and to ensure that
students are engaged in independent study and research projects. Additionally, ensure
that the Gifted & Talented population participates in the Texas Performance Standards
Project (TPSP).
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Demographics
Demographics Summary
1. What do enrollment numbers indicate?
Our enrollment numbers indicate that the overwhelming majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and economically disadvantaged.
2. What is the breakdown by ethnicity, gender, or other category?
Currently 99.35% of our students are Hispanic/Latino and 0.65% are of white ethnicity. 53.23% of our students are male and 46.77% of the students are
female. 88.8% of our students are economically disadvantaged, 58% of our students are English Language Learners, and 4.1% of our population are Special
Education students.
3. How has the enrollment changed over the past three years?
Our enrollment has shown no change over the past years with Hispanic enrollment at 99.4% and white enrollment at 0.6%.
4. What is the number of students in each special program? How do these program numbers look broken up by ethnicity, gender, or other
category? Are we over- or underrepresented in certain groups? Why?
Special Education students comprise 6.47% students of the entire school population. At Risk students comprise 99.74% students at Angela G. Leal.
Homeless/Unaccompanied youth comprise 0.86% students. The ethnicity of the students in these categories is 100% Hispanic/Latino with the exception of
the At Risk program which has 0.26% as a white student. At risk and Hispanic/Latino populations are overrepresented in our campus due to our geographic
area.
5. What is the data for special programs over time?
On our campus we offer programs for our Special Education, English Language Learners, Gifted and Talent, 504, and Economically Disadvantaged students.
6. What does the data reflect regarding students who exit from special programs? How many? Who are they? What trend or pattern do we see?
When it comes to special programs, our Bilingual Program allows English Language Learners who participate in this program to exit the program by
meeting specific criteria. This past school year we had a total of 11 students exit the Bilingual Program in the 5th grade. Due to pending state test results we
do not have an updated number of exited students in 4th grade. When comparing the number of exited students to the past school years, the number has
greatly increased.
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7. Who are our at-risk students? What is their at-risk category?
There are 83.19% At Risk students with only 1 or 0.22% white of the entire school population. These student are At Risk due to grade-level retention,
economically disadvantaged, and having failed state assessments.
8. Who are our Migrant students?
16.81% of our entire student population are Migrant students.
9. What is the mobility rate for this campus? What is the stability rate?
The campus mobility rate is 17.7% and our stability rate is 82.3%.
10.

What area of the community do these students come from?

57% are from a rural area, while 43% of our students are not from a rural area.
11.

What are the staff demographics?

Presently our campus consists of 0.18% male staff members and 82% female staff members. Moreover, 93% of our staff members are Hispanic and 0.7%
are of white ethnicity.
12.

What are the teacher/student ratios? How do these ratios compare to performance?

Our average teacher/student ratio consists of 1:22. Drastic changes in our school performance have not been evident at our campus due to these ratios.
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Table 1: Test Results by Subject and Demographics
UNOFFICIAL 2017 Index 1: Student Achievement Data Table for Angela Leal
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Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two
or
More
Races

Special
Ed

Econ
Disadv

ELL

----

----

----

----

41%
28%
10%

65%
33%
16%

63%
32%
15%

5

0

0

0

0

16

332

239

4
3
5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

11
4
39

170
83
511

120
57
380

62%
33%
15%

100%
100%
50%

----

----

----

----

40%
27%
7%

61%
34%
14%

61%
32%
13%

129

127

2

6

117

85

70
31
206

68
30
204

2
1
2

4
1
15

64
27
191

45
18
140

72%
35%
22%

100%
50%
50%

47%
33%
7%

72%
34%
21%

69%
34%
20%

148

146

2

7

136

97

73
46
205

72
45
203

1
1
2

5
1
15

65
39
190

47
28
140

53%
23%
10%

----

40%
20%
20%

50%
20%
9%

43%
15%
9%

All
Students

African
American

Hispanic

66%
34%
17%

----

361
188
95
549

63%
34%
15%

White

American
Indian

65%
34%
17%

100%
80%
60%

0

356

0
0
0

184
92
544

----

STAAR Performance
All Subjects
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Reading/ELA
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Mathematics
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Writing
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Science
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
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72%
36%
22%

53%
23%
10%

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

37

37

2

33

20

16
7
70

16
7
70

1
1
5

13
6
66

7
4
47

25%
25%
25%

72%
44%
17%

70%
40%
13%

69%
43%
16%

----

69%
42%
15%

100%
100%
100%

----

----

----

----
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# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests

47

46

1

1

46

37

29
11
68

28
10
67

1
1
1

1
1
4

28
11
64

21
7
53

Demographics Strengths
The number of students exiting in the Bilingual program have greatly increased over the past years.
Our school has a stability rate of 82.3%.
Our teacher to student ratio is 1:22
Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not
English. Root Cause: The majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of
access to resources available in the community. Root Cause: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 3: ELL students have a limited English proficiency therefore they are at an academic disadvantage. In addition, ELL students have to
learn two languages whereas, their non-ELL peers are only being taught in their native language. Root Cause: 58% of our students are English Language
Learners.
Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels
of absenteeism. Root Cause: 99.74% of students are At Risk
Problem Statement 5: Students who travel with their parents lack educational stability, due to high mobility. Root Cause: 16.81% of our students are
Migrant Students.
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Student Achievement
Student Achievement Summary
1. How is student achievement data disaggregated?
Student data is disaggregated by demographics, including ethnicity, gender, economically disadvantaged, special education, GT, migrant, bilingual, and
Title I. Student achievement data is also disaggregated by reporting categories that are based on state standards. (See Table 1)
2. How does student achievement data compare from one data source to another?
If the information is accurate, there should be no difference in a specific type of data from one source to another. The only difference might be in what
data is reported and how it is reported.
3. What does the data indicate when disaggregated by ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, special program, or other category?
The data shows that with the exception of the GT category, the students in the other subcategories are struggling more than their peers; however, they are
making progress.
4. In which areas are we showing growth? At what rate? Compared to which standard of achievement?
We are showing growth in student progress, where our campus earned an Index 2 rating of 40. This is in comparison to the state target for Index 2, which
is set at a rating of 32. (See Table 1)
5. Which student are making progress? Why?
Based on Index 2 data from Eduphoria, 80% of All Students performed at Expected or Accelerated Progress. This includes 173 out of 288 Hispanics and
128 out of 219 ELLs. This means that a majority of our populations are making progress and this could be due to teacher effort, interventions, staff
development, availability of resources, and administration holding teachers accountable. (See Table 1)
6. What impact are intervention programs having on student achievement? Which students are benefitting or not? Why?
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The intervention programs we have are RTI intervention groups, Migrant in class services, special education services, and dyslexia intervention services.
All of these have a positive impact on student achievement. All students who receive these interventions benefit from them; however, there are so many
students who need intervention and not enough staff. Due to our high needs population, we would benefit from a reading and math interventionist or a
second RTI teacher.
7. What does the longitudinal student achievement data indicate?
The data indicates the number of students tested in the following content areas: Reading and Mathematics. This data shows the percentage of students
that met standards in the first testing session. The data also provides a breakdown of student population by demographics.
8. What does the data reflect within and among content areas?
The data reflects that within and among the content areas our bilinguals are least likely to achieve standards with data indicating that on average 78% of
bilingual students were at Approaches Grade Level or above, with 32% at Meets Grade Level or above. Furthermore, data shows that bilingual students
make up more than half of the tested student population.

Summary: Student Achievement
An analysis of student achievement was conducted by using the state assessment data from Eduphoria and applying the Performance Index Framework in
order to gain a comprehensive measure of campus performance. The data is based on those students whose information was included in Eduphoria. In
addition, the data was disaggregated by demographics including: ethnicity, gender, economically disadvantaged, special education, at risk, LEP/ELL,
bilingual, migrant, GT, and Title 1. Tables 1, 2, and 3 reflect the STAAR 2017 data indicating the number of students who reached Performance Standard of
Approaches Grade Level, or above in Reading and Math. Tables 4-7 illustrate the performance indicators and index ratings for each of the four indices.

The following information is based on available data in EDUPHORIA.
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Table 1: Test Results by Subject and Demographics
UNOFFICIAL 2017 Index 1: Student Achievement Data Table for Angela Leal
All
Students

African
American

Hispanic

White

American
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two
or
More
Races

Special
Ed

Econ
Disadv

ELL

66%
34%
17%

----

65%
34%
17%

100%
80%
60%

----

----

----

----

41%
28%
10%

65%
33%
16%

63%
32%
15%

361

0

356

5

0

0

0

0

16

332

239

188
95
549

0
0
0

184
92
544

4
3
5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

11
4
39

170
83
511

120
57
380

63%
34%
15%

----

62%
33%
15%

100%
100%
50%

----

----

----

----

40%
27%
7%

61%
34%
14%

61%
32%
13%

129

127

2

6

117

85

70
31
206

68
30
204

2
1
2

4
1
15

64
27
191

45
18
140

72%
35%
22%

100%
50%
50%

47%
33%
7%

72%
34%
21%

69%
34%
20%

148

146

2

7

136

97

73
46
205

72
45
203

1
1
2

5
1
15

65
39
190

47
28
140

53%
23%
10%

----

40%
20%
20%

50%
20%
9%

43%
15%
9%

STAAR Performance
All Subjects
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Reading/ELA
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Mathematics
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
Writing
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
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72%
36%
22%

53%
23%
10%

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

37

37

2

33

20

16
7

16
7

1
1

13
6

7
4
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Total Tests
Science
Percent of Tests
% at Approaches Grade Level or above
% at Meets Grade Level or above
% at Masters Grade Level
Number of Tests
# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL Met
Progress
# at Meets Grade Level or above
# at Masters Grade Level
Total Tests
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70

69%
43%
16%

70

----

----

----

----

----

5

66

47

25%
25%
25%

72%
44%
17%

70%
40%
13%

69%
42%
15%

100%
100%
100%

47

46

1

1

46

37

29
11
68

28
10
67

1
1
1

1
1
4

28
11
64

21
7
53
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Table 2: Index 1 – Student Achievement
UNOFFICIAL 2017 Index 1: Student Achievement Calculation Report for Angela Leal
Reading/
ELA

Mathematics

Writing

Social
Studies

Science

Total

# at Approaches Grade Level/ELL
Met Progress

129

+

148

+

37

+

47

+

0

=

361

Total Tests
Index 1 Score

206

+

205

+

70

+

68

+

0

=

549

% Met
Approaches
Grade
Level

Index
Points

66

66
66

The index 1 target for 2017 is 60. The campus index 1 rating is 76.
Table 3: Index 2 – Student Progress
UNOFFICIAL 2017 Index 2: Student Progress Calculation Report for Angela Leal
Weighted Progress Rate - All
All
African
Subjects
Students
American
Number of Tests
290
# Expected or Accelerated
173
Progress
# Accelerated Progress
59
% Expected or Accelerated
60%
-Progress
% Accelerated Progress
20%
-All Subjects Weighted Progress
80
-Rate
Index 2 Score (total points divided by maximum points)
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Hispanic
288

White

American
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two or
More
Races

Special
Ed

ELL
219

173

128

59

44

60%

--

--

--

--

--

--

58%

20%

--

--

--

--

--

--

20%

81

--

--

--

--

--

--

79

Total
Points

Maximum
Points

239

600
40
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Table 4: Index 3 – Closing Performance Gaps
UNOFFICIAL 2017 Index 3: Closing Performance Gaps Calculation Report for Angela Leal
Overall Performance - STAAR Weighted
Performance Rate
Reading Weighted Performance
Mathematics Weighted Performance
Writing Weighted Performance
Science Weighted Performance
Social Studies Weighted Performance
Total
Index 3 Score

Econ Disadv

None

None

Total Points

Maximum Points

78
94
59
89
Small#

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

78
94
59
89
Small#
320

200
200
200
200
Small#
800
40

The index 3 target for 2017 is 28. The campus index 3 rating is 40.

Table 5: Index 4 – Post Secondary Readiness
UNOFFICIAL 2017 Index 4: Postsecondary Readiness Calculation Report for Angela Leal
Overall Performance
STAAR Meets Grade Level Performance
Graduation Rate*
Graduation Plan*
Postsecondary Component*
Index 4 Score

35.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

x
x
x
x

Weight of 100%
Weight of 0%
Weight of 0%
Weight of 0%

=
=
=
=

35.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
35.5

The index 4 target for 2015 is 12. The campus index 4 rating is 25.
Student Achievement Strengths
Students have Met Standard on all the Index Ratings.
As a campus we have been able to maintain a passing rate on all Index Ratings for the past 3 years.
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Problem Statements Identifying Student Achievement Needs
Problem Statement 1: The campus has not been able to earn State Distinctions. Root Cause: Our high population of ELL, economically disadvantage,
Migrant, and At-Risk students adversely affects our scores.
Problem Statement 2: The campus growth in the state assessment passing rates has shown growth, however growth is minal. Root Cause: The limited
fidelity or no follow up on professional development effectiveness.
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School Culture and Climate
School Culture and Climate Summary
1. How do students describe the school climate? How does this compare to staff?

After reviewing the results of Angela G. Leal Elementary 2016-2017 School Culture and Climate Survey it was revealed that (93%) of the students believe
that the school climate is a positive one. When comparing the students’ view to that of staff members, we find that (22%) more students than staff members
agree to a positive school climate. Only (71%) of the staff members at Angela G. Leal believe that the school climate is positive. (See Appendix A Fig. 1, 2).
At Angela Leal Elementary students and staff are offered a positive school environment through a variety of ways. Students are given positive behavior
incentives such as an opportunity to attend multiple school-wide events throughout the year, teacher-based incentives, while the staff participates in holiday
celebrations and other planned gatherings.

2. What evidence is there that students and staff are collectively aligned with the vision and mission of the school?
After reviewing the results of Angela G. Leal Elementary 2016-2017 School Culture and Climate Survey it was revealed that (90%) of the students at Angela
Leal Elementary understood the vision and mission of the school. Angela Leal’s vision and mission statement is as follows: To provide a well-rounded
education, promote positive social values, and establish a safe and caring environment where parents and community are partners. Moreover, (75%) staff
surveyed agreed that teachers know the vision and mission of the school. (See Appendix A Fig. 3, 4). The majority of students and staff members at Angela
Leal Elementary indicated and acknowledged that they knew their expectation and the vision and mission of the school. At Angela Leal Elementary the
teachers/staff members work diligently to meet and abide by the school’s vision and mission. Some examples that reflect the vision and mission include:
providing a well-rounded education when teachers expose students to unique events, lessons, presentations, etc. In addition, other examples where the
school vision and mission predominates is within staff gatherings and celebrations, cordial parent invitations to the school, student rewards for positive
behavior, student differentiated learning, additional learning assistance for all students, technology access for both students and staff, a safe and secure
environment for both students and staff, and mutual respect amongst staff and students. Furthermore, when focusing on staff/teacher survey results and the
collective alignment with the vision and mission of the school, it is difficult to determine the reason why 6 out of 21 (25%) staff/teachers are not convinced
that others know the vision and mission of the school.

3. How do students and staff describe attitudes, respect, relationships, belonging, support, etc.? How does the data compare across groups?
Which groups respond in which manner?
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For the most part at Angela G. Leal, more than half the students and staff indicated that relationships amongst all parties are positive. After reviewing the
results of Angela G. Leal Elementary 2016-2017 School Culture and Climate Survey it was revealed that (69%) of the students surveyed agreed to the
presence of respect and positive attitudes and relationships amongst all members of Angela Leal Elementary. Moreover, (71%) of the teachers surveyed
agreed to the respect and positive attitudes and relationships amongst staff members at Angela Leal Elementary. (See Appendix A Fig. 5, 6). More than half
of students and staff members surveyed at Angela Leal Elementary indicated that respect, relationships, and attitudes were not a problem. At Angela Leal
Elementary staff members address bullying issues in various manners in order to prevent it from happening and also offer student assistance if bullying is
occurring. For instance, students are offered a bullying presentation/student assistance at the beginning of the year and the school counselor meets with
students during lunch to reinforce bullying prevention and offers student assistance as needed.

4. What does the data reflect regarding student behaviors, disciplines, etc.?
A 2016-2017 survey conducted among parents revealed that almost (87%) of the parents feel the code of conduct behavior is fair. This is a (6%) increase in
comparison to last year’s survey results. For the 2016-2017 school year, Angela G. Leal implemented PBIS policy, several incentives such as school-wide
celebrations, lunch club, the use of Longhorn tickets, as well as several other incentives are offered to encourage and reinforce positive behavior. Schoolwide celebrations are held quarterly to reward students who have had positive behavior during the quarter. These school-wide celebrations and incentives
have a direct correlation with the positive feedback received by parents regarding the code of conduct behavior. Focusing on the use of positive
reinforcement has contributed to a decrease in negative behaviors as well as a decrease in discipline issues.

5. To what degree do students and staff feel safe?
Based on the 2016-2017 survey conducted among teachers, parents, and students at Angela G. Leal Elementary, (100%) of teachers feel safe in all areas of
the school, (96%) of parents feel their children are safe in all areas of the school, and (93%) of students feel safe in all areas of the school. This shows an
increase of (6%) for parents and (9%) for students in comparison to last year. This also demonstrates that safety is a priority at Angela G. Leal Elementary.
The overall results show stakeholders of Angela G. Leal Elementary feel safe in all areas of the school, which is an important component of our school
culture and climate.

6. What do students and staff indicate about expectations: academic, behavioral, social, extracurricular, etc?
Based on a recent survey conducted among teachers, parents, and students at Angela G. Leal Elementary, (38%) of Angela G. Leal staff strongly agree that
behavior expectations among staff, students, and visitors create a positive learning environment. (19%) of the population surveyed disagreed with the
behavior expectations, with about (5%) strongly disagreeing. When asked if a group of students if they understood their learning expectations (55%) said
they strongly agree, (35%) agree, (5%) were neutral, (2%) disagree, and another (3%) strongly disagree with this statement (Appendix Fig 3).
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7. Which students are most satisfied with the school’s culture and climate? How does this compare to the student's’ attendance, tardies, and other
behaviors?
When a group of students at Angela G. Leal Elementary was asked about how they feel about their school culture it revealed that (32%) strongly agree there
is a positive learning environment, (35%) agreed, (19%) were neutral, (7%) disagreed, and another (5%) strongly disagreed with this statement. It is
evidenced through this survey that a majority of the students surveyed believe there is a positive environment at their school. At Angela G. Leal Elementary,
staff and teachers promote attendance through classroom incentives, school-wide celebrations, and through teacher- parent communication. In comparison to
this statement, when students feel there is a positive learning environment at their school, attendance is expected to be high and tardies are expected to be
greatly reduced.

8. What does the data indicate regarding classroom management and organization? How does this compare to classroom student achievement
data?
The data reflects that classroom management and organization are understood by the educators at Angela G. Leal Elementary. In the survey, it was asked, “I
understand that organization, preparation, and classroom management impacts student performance?” About (90%) of the teachers stated that they strongly
agree and another (4%) were in agreement with this statement. In comparison to classroom student achievement data, Angela G. Leal Elementary reflects a
positive image with low retention rates and an overall success rate of students passing to the next grade level.

9. What does the data reflect regarding gang, substance abuse, weapons, and other safe school areas? Who are the students involved? What do we
know about these students? What services have these students received?
The data reflects that the majority of students and staff feel safe at our school (see Appendix A Fig.12). However, despite the data, we believe there are
outliers that can contribute to a skewed response. There have been several incidents involving students bringing prohibited items to schools such as pocket
knives and an airsoft gun. We have a small gang presence on campus that stems from a particular neighborhood which feeds into our campus. The students
involved in illicit activity range from 2nd grade to 5th grade. The students from this neighborhood live in poverty and are exposed to gang violence, drug
dependence, broken homes, among other traumatic situations. Our school counselor and Response to Intervention teacher work with students on a regular
basis to promote safety and positive social skills, however, the needs of the campus are higher than we are currently able to service. We have sought
guidance from special services and local police throughout the year to assist with these issues. During the school year, we also have motivational speakers
and presentations for the students to provide them with opportunities to see how others have overcome obstacles to be successful in life. As a staff, we
model to our students to focus on the positive and stay away from choices that would cause negative consequences.
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10. What are students involved in extracurricular activities, clubs, and other areas? Who are these students? What does student achievement
reflect about these students versus others who are not involved?
Students that are involved in extracurricular activities, clubs, and other programs that we have available are the same students that have high achievements
academically. These students have parents that are highly involved in their child’s education and seek additional help when needed. These students come to
school on time, prepared, and ready to learn with all assignments completed. The students that participate in these extracurricular activities are on our All
“A” Honor Roll and our “A&B” Honor Roll list. This reflects that students that participating in the extracurricular activities are also motivated and are
successful in school. As a campus, we would like to increase the amount of students involved in extracurricular activities so that student motivation and
success will increase.

11. What are the students’ and staff’s perceptions of facilities and the physical environments?What is the impact of the facilities on culture and
climate?
A recent survey at Angela G. Leal Elementary reflects to show that 50% of staff strongly agree that the facilities of the school are clean and in working
condition, 45% agree on this statement, and another 5% feel neutral about this statement (Appendix Fig. 13).In comparison to this, when asked a group of
students at Angela G. Leal Elementary about how they feel on their schools’ cleanliness and neatness 32% strongly agree, 55% agree, 3% are neutral, 6%
disagree, and 3% strongly disagree with this statement (Appendix Fig 12). This seems to have a positive correlation with the students’ responses on safety
and a positive learning environment.
A recent survey at Angela G. Leal Elementary reflects to show that 50% of staff strongly agree that the facilities of the school are clean and in working
condition, 45% agree on this statement, and another 5% feel neutral about this statement (Appendix Fig. 13).In comparison to this, when asked a group of
students at Angela G. Leal Elementary about how they feel on their schools’ cleanliness and neatness 32% strongly agree, 55% agree, 3% are neutral, 6%
disagree, and 3% strongly disagree with this statement (Appendix Fig 12). This seems to have a positive correlation with the students’ responses on safety
and a positive learning environment.
A recent survey at Angela G. Leal Elementary reflects to show that 50% of staff strongly agree that the facilities of the school are clean and in working
condition, 45% agree on this statement, and another 5% feel neutral about this statement (Appendix Fig. 13).In comparison to this, when asked a group of
students at Angela G. Leal Elementary about how they feel on their schools’ cleanliness and neatness 32% strongly agree, 55% agree, 3% are neutral, 6%
disagree, and 3% strongly disagree with this statement (Appendix Fig 12). This seems to have a positive correlation with the students’ responses on safety
and a positive learning environment.

Student, Teacher, Parent Analysis: School Culture and Climate
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Refer to Addendum 1: School Culture and Climate

School Culture and Climate Strengths
Strenghts
Students/Staff: Positive School Climate

Weakness
Students: 31% of students surveyed do not identify the presence of respect and
positive attitudes and relationships toward staff

Students/Staff: Aligned with Vision and Mission of
school
Staff: Positive Attitude within the school
Parents: Behavior Code of Conduct is fair
Students/Parents/Staff: Feel school is safe
Staff/Students: Behavior expectations create a positive
learning environment.
Staff: Classroom Management and Organization
impacts student performance
Staff/Students: School Facilities are clean and neat

Problem Statements Identifying School Culture and Climate Needs
Problem Statement 1: Students at the campus feel that there are negative attitudes and no respect amongst other members of the campus. Root Cause: Due
to student demographic/geographic location and innate family values is stronger than the perceived need abide to the PBIS Implementation core values.
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Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Summary
1. What are the teacher qualifications, certifications, etc.? Paraprofessionals?
Teacher:
1: Earn a Bachelor’s Degree
2: Complete a Teacher Training Program
3: Pass Certification Exams
4: Apply for Certification

Paraprofessionals:
1: High School diploma or the equivalent
2: 48 college hours
3: A.A. degree or higher
4: Pass a local assessment of knowledge and skills in assisting in instruction (Region One)
2. What does the general data reflect regarding teacher quality on the campus?

General data reflects that the district continues to ensure that all state certification requirements continue to be met as adopted as per the State Board of
Educator Certification rule.

3. How are follow-up data regarding teacher performance provided to teachers?
Follow – up data regarding teacher performance is provided to teachers by following the T-TESS Rubrics with pre-conference and post-conferencing
with teachers to discuss
Standards and Alignment
Data and Assessment
Knowledge of Students
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Activities
Achieving Expectations
Content Knowledge and Expertise
Communication
Differentiation
Monitor and Adjust
Classroom Environment, Routines and Procedures
Managing Student Behavior
Classroom Culture

4. How are we recruiting highly qualified and effective staff?
Highly qualified and effective staff is being recruited by the district by setting the expectations when posting available positions.

5. What is our staff attendance rate? Retention rate? Turnover rate?
fair attendance rate.
98.2% retention rate
1.9% turnover rate
6. How is highly effective staff assigned to work with the highest needs students?
Highly effective staff is assigned to work with the highest needs students as their specialized certification best fits to serve our students with special
needs.

7. What is the impact/effect of our teacher mentor program?
The impact of our teacher mentor program allows teachers to be guided throughout the year on any and all areas in question so that they can be an
effective educator on our campus and navigate our routines and expectations with limited reservations.

8. How is new staff supported? What feedback do they provide?
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The Response to Intervention (RTI) teacher supports and guides the staff members with the RTI process. She leads teachers through the
documentation needed to support the learning gains or lack of gains for students who fall in the Tier II or Tier III.
During the 2016-2017 school year our school employed a Dean of Instruction. She facilitated the understanding of the curriculum and the
understanding and implementation of the Texas Essential Knowledge of Skills (TEKS).
The 5th grade Science teacher worked closely with the Texas Parks and Wildlife organization in bringing in Learning trunks to facilitate several of the
science units covered throughout the school year.
San Benito CISD offers a mentoring program to help new teachers transition into the education profession.

9. What systems are in place to build capacity and support the notion of continuous improvement?
Opportunity to participate in extensive additional professional development
Opportunity to plan with a dean of instruction during PLC time
Opportunity to collaborate and plan students instructional needs with teachers
Opportunity for teachers to participate in a climate committee to develop its school culture
Opportunity for teachers to be a part of the Site Based Decision Making Committee

10. How are we using data to determine professional development for staff?
Teachers who are in testing grade levels used district benchmark results to determine which professional development sessions to attend and share with
grade level members.
Teachers who are in non-testing grade levels used TPRI, Tejas Lee’ results to determine which professional development sessions to attend and share
with grade level members.
The campus uses SRI and SMI results to determine which professional development sessions to attend and share with grade level members.
Available Campus Data is reviewed and desegregated to determine the campus needs for additional professional development.

11. How are collective and individual decisions regarding professional development determined?
Specific professional development can be required by the campus administration. Teachers also may choose which professional development they
attend in order to better develop their practice.
12. What types of professional development has staff attended? How is implementation monitored? What impact has it had on performance?
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What is the follow-up?
The district provided an initiative where teachers had professional development sessions once every six weeks in which teachers taught other teachers
in 20 minute intervals. Teachers were encourage to attend staff development training in their content specific areas.
Sessions were monitored by our district curriculum and instructional director through electronic means.
The impact is not readily available. The district has not provided us with evidence that the sessions were effective for all participants.
On our campus during staff meetings teachers were encouraged to share any strategies they may have been introduced to from other campuses.

ANGELA G. LEAL ELEMENTARY
FACULTY/STAFF 2016-2017
TEACHERS

GRADE
PreIDA
MUNIZ
Kinder
PreMAYRA
RODRIGUEZ
Kinder
JESSICA
HERNANDEZ Kinder
EVANSCAROL
Kinder
KNIGHT
AMANDA RODRIGUEZ Kinder
MONICA PULIDO
1st
KRISHNA DIAZ-GOMEZ1st
LAURA
TAYLOR
1st
Parent
DANIELA GARCIA
Liaison
DE LA
SARAH
2nd
FUENTE
GLORIA
MENDEZ
2nd
BELINDA

GARCIA

SANDRA GONZALES
CANDICE ALVIAR
ABIGAIL GONZALES
FLOR
MENDIETA
VERONICA RODRIGUEZ
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2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th

TEACHER ASST.
ANNIE

ARELLANO

JEANETTE

MOORE

TERESA

MARTINEZ

MARISOL

RODRIGUEZ

BENITO
SAENZ
MARIA
ZAVALA
BRENDA
MIRELES
CUSTODIAL STAFF
CARMEN

GARCIA

ALBERTO

MATA

JESSE
MA.
VICTORIA

MELENDEZ
GARZA

CAFETERIA STAFF
GUADALUPEBARRON
MARIA
CALIXTRO
MARTHA
MENDEZ
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ERIKA
RODOLFO
LUPITA
MARIZA
MIGUEL
JESSICA
CYNTHIA

MENDOZA
PUENTE
OCHOA
YBARRA
GARRIDO
GARCIA
SCHOEN

4th
BRENDA
VILLAFRANCA
4th
4th
GROUNDSMAN
5th
5th
5TH
SECURITY
SpEd
VALERIE
MARTINEZ
P. E.
JEFFREY NUNEZ
Coach
LETICIA
RODRIGUEZ Fine Arts
OFFICE STAFF
TITLE
25Teachers
MANUEL CRUZ
Principal
7Professional Staff
Asst.
PATRICIA RODRIGUEZ
7ParaProfessionals
Principal
Dean of
MARY
GARCIA
4Custodians
Inst.
ELSA
ALEGRIA
Counselor
4Cafeteria
KELSI
HUSHEN
RTI
1Security
BELINDA VILLARREAL
1CIS
PEIMS
FELICIA
DE LA ROSA
2Office Staff
Clerk
After School
NELDA
GONZALEZ ASP
1
Program Coord.
MILTON
HERRERA
CIS
52TOTAL:
JAMIE
SALINAS
RN
Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Strengths
Strengths
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-The addition of a full time Response to
Intervention (RTI) teacher supports and guides
the staff members with RTI process. She leads
teachers through the documentation needed to
support the learning gains or lack of gains for
students who fall in the Tier II or Tier III.

-The district does not offer a compensation for
teacher perfect attendance.

-The director of Human Resources department and
staff lack communication in the process of
-During the 2016-2017 school year our school
recruitment and hiring. When inquiring about
also employed a Dean of Instruction. She
possible jobs candidates are not given direct answers
facilitated the understanding of the curriculum
to their questions and are often unmotivated to
and the understanding and implementation of the
complete their application process therefore turning
Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).
away possible candidates.
-The 5th grade Science teacher worked closely
-The amount of paperwork required to recommend a
with the Texas Parks and Wildlife organization in
candidate needs to be less in order to expedite the
bringing in Learning trunks to facilitate several of
process of contracting good candidates.
the science units covered throughout the school
years.
-A half time (.5) Assistant Principal is contingent
upon enrollment of 450 students. Not considering the
-San Benito CISD offers a mentoring program to
elevated percentage of ELLs in making this decision
help new teachers transition into the education
hurts the administration of a campus.
profession.
-The amount of paperwork required by the Bilingual
-The district provided an initiative where teachers
Department needs to be reviewed for consideration of
had a professional development session taught by
reduction.
other teachers. Teachers Teaching Teachers
(TTT) held a session once every six weeks and
our own teachers would present a 20-minute
lesson on the strategies that were successful in
their own classrooms.
Problem Statements Identifying Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Needs
Problem Statement 1: The district does not offer a compensation for teacher perfect attendance. Root Cause: The district has a low budget; therefore is not
able to compensate teachers on their perfect attendance.
Problem Statement 2: The director of Human Resources department and staff lack communication in the process of recruitment and hiring. Root Cause:
When inquiring about possible jobs, candidates are not given direct answers to their questions and often unmotivated to complete their applications process;
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therefore turning away possible highly qualified candidates.
Problem Statement 3: The amount of excessive paperwork required by the candidate for possible job placement. Root Cause: Paperwork needs to be
lessened in order to expedite the process of contracting good candidates.
Problem Statement 4: The amount of paperwork required to recommend a candidate needs to be lessend. Root Cause: The amount of paperwork hinders in
expediting the process of hiring good candidates.
Problem Statement 5: A half time (.5) Assistant Principal is contingent upon enrollment of 450 students. Root Cause: District does not consider the high
needs of our campus including the elevated percentage of ELLs.
Problem Statement 6: The amount of paperwork required for the Bilingual Program absorbs a great amount of time. Root Cause: 58% of our students are
English Language Learners.
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Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Summary
1. What evidence exists to determine that the curriculum is clearly linked to the TEKS and other standards for student learning?
Evidence exists in the in-classroom data walls that teachers created and displayed. Students are able to see their individual progress and movement
throughout the school year as they master the individual TEKS. This in turn transitions the student’s mastery of individual TEKS into mastering a category.
As the lessons and assessments unfold throughout the school year students become aware of the individual TEKS and standards they are learning and
therefore become responsible of tracking and being self ware of their learning.
2. How is data used to inform curriculum, instruction, and assessment decisions?
Data is used to guide instruction. As in-classroom formative data is collected and lessons and assessment are administered, teachers use this data to guide
their progression throughout the curriculum. When a specific TEKS is not mastered teachers go back to reteach and reassess that standard. Doing so allows
them to rework their personal scope and sequence for a specific subject to ensure that standards are being learned and mastered.
3. What does the data reflect about how curriculum, instruction, and assessment are aligned? How are they focused on supporting and challenging
all students?
At the beginning of the school year teachers used backwards planning to set a timeline that coincides with scope and sequence of the curriculum put in place
by our school district. In addition, teachers also look at the date of district benchmarks, lesson assessments, and the amount of days needed to deliver the
lesson dictated by the scope and sequence. Then they look at the lessons and breakdown each lesson to ensure all TEKS associated with the lesson are
covered. The data collected both in the classroom and for district wide assessments reflects how the delivery of the lesson and how this lesson was mastered
by students. While teachers plan the individual lessons, they differentiate the support and challenges they will encounter with their students.
4. How are curriculum, instruction, and assessment aligned with 21st Century Learning Skills?
Our curriculum assessments promote critical thinking and problem solving in our students. It also promotes creativity, imagination, and independent thinking
as well as higher order thinking skills. Our teachers focus on using Google Classroom to assign work to help implement technology initiates across our
campus.
5. What evidence is there that there is a process for monitoring, evaluating and renewing the curriculum to meet the needs of all learners?
Teachers are required to submit weekly lesson plans that encompass the state standards. These lesson plans are reviewed by the Dean of Instruction on a
weekly basis.
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6. How are instructional strategies and activities aligned with student learning needs and expected outcomes for achievement? How consistent is this
across the district/school? What is the impact on specific student groups?
Instructional strategies such as SIOP and Thinking Maps are implemented regularly to address the needs of our students. Considering their high needs, these
strategies are implemented school wide and impact the special populations.
7. What evidence supports the implementation of high impact/high yield additional interventions for students who need assistance beyond primary
classroom instruction?Which students need this type of instruction? What has the effect been over time?
The students receive Tier II and Tier III interventions with the campus’ RTI teacher. The RTI teacher provide support to ensure mastery of skills taught in
the classroom. In addition she helps teachers with the documentation process of RTI.
8. How does instructional design and delivery maximize student engagement, a positive learning climate, higher order thinking skills, problem
solving, critical thinking, etc.?
It guides teachers to reflect on the amount of time they have for a lesson and what will be taught during that lesson. They follow a path that helps them
identify the lesson objective and the methodology and pedagogy they will use to deliver the lesson.
9. Is there evidence that assessments are aligned with clearly specified and appropriate achievement expectations? How are they developed and
linked to measure the effect of curriculum and instruction?
We guide ourselves by the state guidelines and scores of what will be considered to be an appropriate achievement. As a campus we develop the necessary
skills to build student stamina and knowledge to achieve these expectations. As a district and campus we set the minimum standards to match the state
standards. In addition we set a passing standard of 70% on all benchmarks.
10. How do we know assessments are designed, developed, and used in a fair and equitable manner that eliminates biases? How do students
perceive these assessments?
The assessment given at our campus are reviewed by the teachers and Dean of Instruction to ensure that the logistics of the the assessments match that of the
state assessment. Logistics include but are not limited to: the number of questions that come from a supporting TEKS, the number of questions that come
from readiness TEKS, and the DOK levels of the questions being asked.
11. How does the scope of assessments provide a comprehensive and representative sampling of student performance that allows for confident
conclusions about achievement?
It helps guides the teachers to paint a truer picture of what the results will be at the end of the school year. Ensuring that we consider the logistics of the
assessments match the logistics of the state of assessment will ensure that the assessment matches the learning and the learning matches the expectations and
standards set by the state.
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Resources Needed for
Recommended Strategies:
Define rigor: district-wide definition to provide a
centralized expectation of planning and delivery;
small group, hands-on training in place of largescale information-only professional development
Professional development opportunities
specifically geared toward teacher-made, TEKSbased rubrics resulting in lesson plans that
include quality, authentic student work which
demonstrates content mastery and complex
problem-solving
Increase the number of iPads/laptops regularly
available for student use
Dedicate specific time for teaching computer
literacy, digital citizenship, and equipment care

Recommended
Strategies:
Training by district
personnel

Substitutes if during
instructional days;
stipends if during
summer or Saturdays
6 per classroom
Computer lab;
effective scheduling

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Strengths
STRENGTHS:
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Individual teachers have a clearer
understanding of daily instruction
delivery with various degrees of rigor
as a result of faculty meetings with
dedicated/focused agenda items
addressing and providing suggestions
of the implementation of rigor.
Access to technology (classroom
computers, COW, iPad cart, computer
lab, educational software).
Formative assessments such as daily
student observations, think-turn-talk,
whiteboards, student
interaction/discussion, Thinking Maps,
other graphic organizers, and brief
written responses).
Differentiation for Sped Ed and ELL
populations is evident.
Teachers participate in classroom
interventions, small group instruction,
and after school tutoring in grades 3-5
utilizing programs such as Istation,
TTM, and Splash Math which are
worked into computer lab time or
through the use of the COW.
Teachers set goals for students
individually and as a whole class.
Administration-directed PLCs outline
and stress the continued use of
assessment data to guide instruction.

Demonstrations/model teaching
needed for teachers who continue to
struggle with the implementation of
rigor in daily instruction.
Teachers depend on worksheetformatted assessments rather than
authentic TEKS-driven
work/products from students.
Computer literacy and digital
responsibility are not components of
technology use.
There is a discrepancy between
teachers in the use of formative
assessment data to create and follow
through with small groups and/or reteaching.
Planning for Sped Ed, ESL, and GT
students is not efficiently written into
or carried out in lesson plans as
differentiated instruction, but rather
as an added, sometimes disjointed
component of daily instruction for
these populations.
PLC sessions to monitor and/or
follow through on the actual use of
data are needed.

Problem Statements Identifying Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Needs
Problem Statement 1: The staff feels that the district curriculum plan needs to be implemented with fidelity. Root Cause: Teachers are following scope
and sequence of the textbook as opposed to following the YAG provided by the district. There is limited ongoing training provided throughout the year.
Problem Statement 2: There is a lack of structure in implementation of the curriculum throughout the year. Root Cause: There is limited ongoing training
provided throughout the year.
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Problem Statement 3: Teachers depend on worksheet-formatted assessments rather than authentic TEKS-driven work/products from students. Root Cause:
There is a lack of effective teaching materials that are TEKS driven and student centered.
Problem Statement 4: Computer literacy and digital responsibility are not components of technology use. Root Cause: There is not enough time to teach
the fundamentals of computer literacy. Emphasis is placed on core curriculum only.
Problem Statement 5: Planning for Sped Ed, ESL, RtI, and GT students is not efficiently written into or carried out in lesson plans as differentiated
instruction, but rather as an added, sometimes disjointed component of daily instruction for these populations. Root Cause: Teachers need more training in
lesson differentiation for special populations.
Problem Statement 6: PLC sessions are not efficiently used to monitor and/or follow through on the actual use of data are needed. Root Cause: Lack of
consistency in PLC meeting days.
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Family and Community Involvement
Family and Community Involvement Summary
1. What evidence exists that families and community members are involved in meaningful activities that support students’ learning? What are the
activities? Which parents and community members are involved? What trends and patterns do we observe?
Angela G. Leal Elementary focuses on parental involvement and community support throughout the school year. The Parent Center opens once a week
throughout the year. Parents involved help teachers, attend presentations, and learn about new information. Sign-in sheets indicate that parents attending are
consistent, but there was an increase comparing the numbers from last year. Parents attend events such as Open House, Special Recognition program,
graduation, promotion ceremonies, field trips, and the End-of Year Awards program, in high volumes. In specific when we focus on trends, the number of
parent participation has been increasing throughout the years. According to seventy-two surveys collected, 41% of the parents meet with their child’s
teacher once or twice a year. The three main reasons why parents do not attend the parent center are work related, lack of transportation, and language
barrier. We have 17% of parents new to our campus. Sixty percent of the parents feel more comfortable using paper notices/messages in order to have a clear
communication with the school instead of electronic apps. Many parents have expressed interest in GED classes, English, and Crafts. There is 69% of
parents that would like to have access to their child’s class and activities using Facebook. Seventy-two percent of parents would like to get invited to be part
of a lesson.
2. How are families and the community members involved in school decisions?
Families and community members are involved in some school decisions through our PTO program. For instance, they have the opportunity to vote for PTO
Officers and to suggest fundraising ideas. In addition, parents are allowed to participate in academic decisions through ARD, LPAC Meetings and other
academic and behavior meetings.
3. What types of services are available to support families, community members, and students to encourage healthy family relationships?
Our campus held individual sessions for students through our school counseling sessions. Our school counselor also held many sessions with classrooms
during their schedule lunch periods where she discussed many issues. Our campus also held parenting sessions through our district parental involvement
program. These sessions were offered to parents on campus and open in both English and Spanish.
4. If families speak languages other than English, what are these languages? How does
the school communicate in those languages?
The majority of our families are Spanish Speaking; therefore, our school communication is offered in both English and Spanish languages. The school and
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district sends notices in both languages for our parents.
5. What types of services are available to support students in special programs? What are the results?
We offer a variety of services to support student in special programs, such as: our established
Bilingual, Special Education, 504, GT, and Migrant Programs. Students benefitted through different means offered by each program. For instance, through
the Migrant Program, migrant students were seen, instructed, and mentored by a district Migrant Teacher during the instructional day. Migrant students
benefitted greatly from the technology initiative where they were offered a district issued laptops, ipads, and kindles. As a result of this initiative students
were exposed to technology programs such as: Google Classroom, PowerPoints, and other technology-based programs.
6. What types of community partnerships exist to support families and students?
Our Communities in School program has assisted the school counselor in providing our students with a Career Fair. Through this program, our families were
given opportunities to provide their students with school supplies or clothing needed for the child.Angela G. Leal Elementary focuses on parental
involvement and community support throughout the school year. The Parent Center opens once a week throughout the year. Parents involved help teachers,
attend presentations, and learn about new information. Sign-in sheets indicate that parents attending are consistent, but there was an increase comparing the
numbers from last year. However, parents attend in high volumes events such as Open House, Special Recognition program, graduation, promotion
ceremonies, field trips, and the End-of Year Awards program. Although we have a Parent Center established during the school year, the number of parents
attending has been increasing. According to seventy-two surveys collected, 41% of the parents meet with their child’s teacher once or twice a year. The three
main reasons why parents do not attend the parent center are work related, lack of transportation, and language barrier. We have 17% of parents new to our
campus. Sixty percent of the parents feel more comfortable using paper notices/messages in order to have a clear communication with the school instead of
electronic apps. Many parents have expressed interest in GED classes, English, and Crafts. There is 69% of parents that would like to have access to their
child’s class and activities using Facebook. Seventy-two percent of parents would like to get invited to be part of a lesson.
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Family and Community Involvement Strengths
STRENGTHS
Seventy-seven percent would like to have
access to their child’s class using
Facebook.
Our school offers classes to parents
Communities In Schools Program

WEAKNESSES
Facebook is not a secure site that teachers and students have
access to. School needs access to educationally appropriate
social media.
Lack of motivation for parental involvement
Need to continue to work on improving parental involvement

Problem Statements Identifying Family and Community Involvement Needs
Problem Statement 1: There is limited parental involvement on campus that results in a lack of support for student success. Root Cause: There is lack of
knowledge about the correlation between parental involvement and student success rates.
Problem Statement 2: Although parents prefer the use of Facebook. It is is not a secure site that teachers and students have access to. Root Cause: District
needs to provide access for teachers and students to educationally appropriate social media. Parents need to be informed of alternative social media sources
that are more appropriate for school use.
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of motivation for parental involvement. Root Cause: There are no incentives available for parents to become involved
in the school.
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School Context and Organization
School Context and Organization Summary
1. To what degree does the district/school support the organization and how?
The district supports the organization by providing ongoing and intensive professional development for teachers and staff. The district also provided additional staff
(dean of instruction and RtI teacher) to support the campus need. The district also provided the opportunity for teachers to become part of a district-wide decisionmaking team.
2. What does the data reflect about classes, schedules, and student/staff teams?
All teachers are required to submit a daily schedule at the beginning of the year that is reviewed by administration. Students follow routines and schedules that include
core curriculum and enrichment/intervention support. Student/staff ratio is an average of 22:1.
3. How is adequate time devoted to subjects in which students perform poorly?
Each grade level is required to participate in an uninterrupted 90-minute Reading and Math block. In addition, teachers are allowed two 30 minute sessions of intensive
small-group intervention in the areas of Reading and Math. Tested grade-levels conducted after-school tutorials two days a week for an hour and a half as well as three
Saturday Academies.
4. How do teachers have a voice in decision making and school policies?
Staff members are selected to be a part of the Campus Improvement Team. Campus Improvement Team members meet to identify the needs of the school and, in turn,
be part of the solution to any identified problems. Members voice the concerns the staff may have to the committee and administration and collaboratively work
together to develop a solution.
5. What role do teachers have in deciding what assessments will be used to evaluate
individual students or the program as a whole?
The district provides benchmarks and unit assessments on an ongoing basis throughout the year. Teachers are selected to a committee to help formulate these exams.
However, not all teachers play a role in creating these assessments. Teachers may create informal and formal assessments for their students as needed.
6. Do school committees and decision making bodies make it easy for teachers, parents,
paraprofessionals, support staff, and students to be heard and, in turn, for all groups
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to be part of solutions to identified problems?
Input is extended to teachers, parents, paraprofessionals, support staff, and students, however, often participation does not occur. Stakeholders are surveyed for
contribution when proposals are being made. The campus can make a greater effort in seeking support from all its stakeholders in order to form a culture of
collaboration.
7. What are the students’, parents’ and community perceptions of the school?
Generally, the perceptions of the school is that it is a safe environment where learning can occur. After reviewing the results of Angela G. Leal Elementary’s 20162017 School Culture and Climate Survey it was revealed that (93%) of the students believe that the school climate is a positive one. When comparing the students’
view to that of staff members, we find that (22%) more students than staff members agree to a positive school climate. Only (71%) of the staff members at Angela G.
Leal believe that the school climate is positive. (See Appendix A Fig. 1) Based on the 2016-2017 survey conducted among teachers,
parents, and students at Angela G. Leal Elementary, 100 % of teachers feel safe in all areas of the school, 96 % of parents feel their children are safe in all areas of the
school, and 93 % of students feel safe in all areas of the school. This shows an increase of 6 % for parents and 9% for students in comparison to last year. This also
demonstrates that safety is a priority at Angela G. Leal Elementary. The overall results show stakeholders of Angela G. Leal Elementary feel safe in all areas of the
school.
8. What do school expectations reveal?
The school has set expectations for faculty, staff, and students. With the implementation of PBIS, the campus has extended and improved those expectations.
However, follow through can be continue to be improved so that all expectations are met consistently.
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Student Analysis: School Climate Data Sample
Refer to Addendum 2: School Organization
School Context and Organization Strengths
District provides ongoing and intensive professional development for teachers and staff.
Grade levels participate in uninterrupted 90-minute Reading and Math block.
Staff members are participate as part of the Campus Improvement Team.
Above 90% of surveyed stakeholders feel safe at school.
Problem Statements Identifying School Context and Organization Needs
Problem Statement 1: Teachers have little input on the Benchmarks and Unit Assessments administered througout the school year. Root Cause:
Benchmarks and Unit Assessments are provided by our district and teachers have little input as to content that is being assessed.
Problem Statement 2: Lack of participation of stakeholders when surveyed for input when proposals are being made. Root Cause: Stakeholders believe
that their opinions are not important.
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Technology
Technology Summary
1. What technology do we have?
Each classroom has a minimum of two desktops for students, a document camera, projector and laptop. In addition, our campus has 3 computer labs and
computers on wheel accessibility that consist of 50 laptops.

2. What is the technology proficiency for staff and students?
The technology proficiency of our teachers is relative to usage and our (3-5) grade students is more advanced than in grades (K-2) based on usage and
availability.

3. How does staff feel about technology?
Staff feels technology is a requirement, no longer a luxury. Overall the staff has embraced the use of technology in the classroom. In addition, some teachers
have participated in web sites such as donorschoose.org, adoptaclassroom.com etc. with much success.

4. What are some barriers that potentially prevent effective use of technology?
Limited computer lab availability, particularly for students in the lower grades.
When its working, why is that so? It is working because students are routinely exposed to using computers on a regular basis.
When its not working, why not? It is not working when there’s loss internet connectivity and when students are not actively using computers consistently.

5. What types of technology professional development have we provided?
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SBCISD provides ongoing technology in-services available through the technology department on the ERO system. This is available only for staff, not
students.
What was the impact for staff and students? The staff is impacted directly through gaining technology knowledge, and the students benefit from this
indirectly through their teacher.

6. In what content areas are we using technology and how?
We are using technology in all content areas through power point presentations, and basal web access, etc.
What is the effect? Students have the opportunity of receiving differentiated instruction through the use of technology that reaches visual/auditory learners
that can enable students to gain academic success.

7. How does the design of the network provide for the users it supports?
By filtering access to inappropriate, non academically related websites. Most outside programs must be approved by administrators’ passwords.

8. How is technology utilized to support curriculum, instruction, and assessment integration and implementation?
Technology is utilized daily in the classroom and supports our basal curriculum. Some websites include Pearson, Think Central, MindPlay, Renaissance
Learning, and other various programs that are used as supplemental resources. Importantly, they include tutorials to assist in navigating through the programs
Technology Strengths
Strengths
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Every classroom has document
Students do not participate in
cameras, 2 desktop computers with BYOD(Bring your own device)internet access, plus grades 2nd-5th teachers are concerned the devices
have access to 3 computer labs. We might get lost or stolen and students
have 2 COWS each with 25 laptops will take advantage of them when
they are not supposed to.
available.
The district is updating laptops on a Scheduling of I-pads, cows, and lab.
continuous basis.
Include Imagine Learning for all
ELL students.
Computer updates
Summary of Needs
We recommend trying the BYOD with 4th and 5th graders, utilizing one
computer lab designated for pre-k to 2nd grade and a 3-5 lab. Also, we
recommend taking some computers from the labs and placing them into
the classrooms. We recommend the teacher stay after school on a rotation
to direct the computer labs just like the morning duty or paraprofessionals
stay in the lab after school. Over the summer we could prepare an
enrichment schedule for all grade levels so everyone has access to the
computers and keep current on more apps and update all computers.
Problem Statements Identifying Technology Needs
Problem Statement 1: Low number of students are participating in BYOD (Bring your own device). Root Cause: School Policy does not allow students to
bring their own device.
Problem Statement 2: Teachers are unable to use technology when lessons call for it due to double booking of equipment or lack of access to planned
websites. Root Cause: No organized scheduling for I-pads, COWS, and computer lab. Difficulty reaching technology personel to unblock access to planned
websites.
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of programs for ELL students. Root Cause: District did not purchase enough licenses for all students.
Problem Statement 4: Students are unable to utilize technology due to inability to update the systems. Root Cause: Teachers do not have access to install
updates thus having to submit a ticket which can take up to 48 hours to resolve.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:
Improvement Planning Data
District goals
Campus goals
Current and/or prior year(s) campus and/or district improvement plans
Campus and/or district planning and decision making committee(s) meeting data
State and federal planning requirements
Accountability Data
Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR) data
Performance Index Framework Data: Index 1 - Student Achievement
Performance Index Framework Data: Index 2 - Student Progress
Performance Index Framework Data: Index 3 - Closing Performance Gaps
Performance Index Framework Data: Index 4 - Postsecondary Readiness
System Safeguards and Texas Accountability Intervention System (TAIS) data
PBMAS data
Community and student engagement rating data
Student Data: Assessments
State and federally required assessment information (e.g. curriculum, eligibility, format, standards, accommodations, TEA information)
State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) current and longitudinal results, including all versions
Progress of prior year STAAR failures
STAAR Released Test Questions
STAAR ELL Progress Measure data
Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) results
Texas Primary Reading Inventory (TPRI), Tejas LEE, or other alternate early reading assessment results
Student Success Initiative (SSI) data for Grades 5 and 8
SSI: Think Through Math assessment data for Grades 3-8 and Algebra I (TEA approved statewide license)
Local diagnostic reading assessment data
Local diagnostic math assessment data
Local benchmark or common assessments data
Student failure and/or retention rates
Observation Survey results
Student Data: Student Groups
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Race and ethnicity data, including number of students, academic achievement, discipline, attendance, and rates of progress between groups
Number of students assigned to each special program, including analysis of academic achievement, race, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Economically Disadvantaged / Non-economically disadvantaged performance and participation data
Male / Female performance and participation data
Special education population, including performance, discipline, attendance, and mobility
Migrant population, including performance, discipline, attendance, and mobility
At-Risk population, including performance, discipline, attendance, and mobility
ELL or LEP data, including academic achievement, support and accommodation needs, race, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Career and Technical Education (CTE) data, including academic achievement, program growth, race, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Section 504 data
Homeless data
Gifted and talented data
Dyslexia Data
Response to Intervention (RtI) student achievement data
Student Data: Behavior and Other Indicators
Attendance data
Mobility rate, including longitudinal data
Discipline records
Violence and/or violence prevention records
Tobacco, alcohol, and other drug-use data
Student surveys and/or other feedback
Class size averages by grade and subject
Employee Data
Professional learning communities (PLC) data
Staff surveys and/or other feedback
Highly qualified staff data
Teacher/Student Ratio
Campus leadership data
Campus department and/or faculty meeting discussions and data
Professional development needs assessment data
Evaluation(s) of professional development implementation and impact
PDAS and/or T-TESS
Parent/Community Data
Parent surveys and/or other feedback
Parent Involvement Rate
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Community surveys and/or other feedback
Support Systems and Other Data
Organizational structure data
Processes and procedures for teaching and learning, including program implementation
Communications data
Capacity and resources data
Budgets/entitlements and expenditures data
Study of best practices
Action research results
Other additional data
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Goals
Goal 1: By June 2018, Angela G. Leal Elementary will increase academic achievement for all students and thus closing the
gap between student populations in pursuit of advanced performance by participating in a well balanced, challenging, and
aligned curriculum, instruction, and assessment program.
Performance Objective 1: By June 2018, 75% of all students, with a concentrated effort on all special populations (Migrant, SPED, Section 504) will meet
established standards on Reading, Math, Writing, and Science State Assessments.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: STAAR Results for grades 3-5
Summative Evaluation 1: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

System Safeguard Strategy

2

PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 4 CSF 7
1) Provide viable curriculum (TEKS Resource System) for
direction and assistance in the delivery of exemplar lessons
and rigorous, common curriculum in the core content areas
(Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Socials
Studies) aligned to the TEKS and STAAR.

Monitor
Principal
Asst. Principals
Teachers
RTI Teacher

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact
Implementation:

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Walkthroughs
classroom visitations
lesson plan implementation
Impact:

Quality Instruction/Student Academic Success
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2, 3
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 10000.00, 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 15000.00, 199 - State
Bilingual/ESL - 5000.00
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System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
2) Provide scientifically-research based instructional
resources and supplies including: technology hardware and
software digital materials to support curriculum
implementation in all core subject areas and for the
development of the soft skills for all students, including
intervention materials for mathematics, reading, writing,
and science.

2, 8

Principal
Asst. Principal
Teachers
RTI Teacher

Implementation:
(Resources)
Reading=Reading Motivation Reading/Istation/IRLA/ENIL/
Journeys/MyON
Square Panda Phonics
Forde Ferrier
Math=Math LoneStar/Motivation Math/Think Through
Math/Pearson
Staar Master
Forde Ferrier
Writing=Writing LoneStar/Motivation
Writing/Istation/Journeys
Science=Science LoneStar/Motivation Science/Stems
Scope/Pearson/Study Island
All Content Areas: Grade Cam
Impact:
Quality Instruction/Student Academic growth

System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
3) a. Use technology to collect, manage, and analyze
student assessment data to inform and enhance teaching
and school improvement efforts.
b. Provide technology training in Euphoria, and Microsoft
applications.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 10000.00, 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 10000.00
1
Instructional
Implementation:
Technology Director
Technology usage
Training logs
Impact:
Enhance teaching
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 6
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 1000.00
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System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
4) Teachers and staff will report any non-working
equipment to administrators to ensure they have working
equipment at all times.

1

Technology
Representative

Implementation:
Observation: Technology use by staff and students
Impact:

Improve academic achievement and technology literacy.
Problem Statements: Technology 4
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 4

Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 1500.00
1
Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Teachers
Utilize previous assessment data from TPRI, Tejas Lee, SRI
(Scholastic Reading Inventory), as well as new iStation
Reading, & STAAR to measure progress in reading.

5) Purchase and implement the components of a
scientifically research-based READING program ENIL,
Impact:
iStation Reading Spanish, Imagine Learning and Thinking
Maps that include: phonemic awareness, phonics,
Improvement in literacy.
vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. Programs that
Problem
Statements:
Demographics
3 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2, 5 - Technology 3
also including technology integration for all student
populations. (Bilingual, Special Education, GT)
Funding Sources: 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 2500.00
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System Safeguard Strategy

1

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1

Principal
Assistant Principal
RTI Teacher

6) Provide supplemental instructional support in all core
subject areas with the implementation of the following
programs:
ALL CORE AREAS
-Student Planners/Agendas
-ELPS Flip Book
-Digital Mobile Labs (Computers on Wheels)
ELAR
-Saxon Phonics & Spelling (K-2)
-Moving into English (ESL Program)
-DMR Reading Shields for Figure 19
-iStation Reading (Engl & Span)
-IRLA/ENIL
MATH
-Envision Math
-Imaging Math (K-5th)
-Think Through Math

Implementation:
Six Weeks Grades
Benchmark Data
State Assessment Data
Imagine Math Reports
IRLA/ENIL Weekly Reports
iStation Reports
Think Through Math Reports
Walk Throughs
Lesson Plans
PLC Data Summaries
Impact:
Adequate student yearly progress

Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 - Technology 2, 3, 4
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 2500.00

SCIENCE
-STEMScopes (K- 5)
-BrainPOP
-Edusmart
-Pearson Science
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
7) Administer iStation 3x per year and use data to
determine reading levels and make instructional decisions
and progress monitoring for differentiated instruction using
the 3 tier model of RtI.

1

Principal
Assistant Principal
Kinder - Grade 5
Teachers

Implementation:

RTI Documentation (for students who fell in the Tier II
and/or Tier III range)
Impact:

Determine tiered reading levels and differentiate instruction.
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2, 5
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 300.00
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System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
8) Utilize the RTI Teacher to provide small group Tier III
instruction for identified students needing intervention.

1

Principal
Asst. Principal
Teachers
RTI Teacher

Implementation:
Ipads
Formative
1. Daily Grades
2. Report Cards
Summative
1. iStation ISIP Reports
(BOY, MOY, EOY)
Impact:

Progress monitor students and offer needed interventions.
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 5
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 2
9) Provide a 30 min block to address academic needs of
students in Pre-K-5th grades in Math and Reading subject
areas.
RTI Teacher will provide small group Tier III instruction
to ensure students' needs are met.

System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 4
10) Provide extended-day and extended- week tutorials to
students at risk

Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 200.00, 211 - Title I, Part A - 300.00
1
Principal
Implementation:
Asst. Principal
Teachers
Small Group Intervention (Tier III)
RTI Teacher
Grades
Benchmark Data
Formative/ Summative STAAR data
Impact:
Student academic progress.
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 3, 5, 6
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 300.00, 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 300.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL 500.00
1, 2, 3 Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Teachers
Academic Tutorials
RTI Teacher
Previous Year STAAR Data
Benchmark Data
Six Weeks Exam Data
Impact:
At risk student academic progress.
Problem Statements: Student Achievement 1, 2
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 14000.00
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System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
11) Increase the number of Spanish books in the central
and classroom libraries.

1

Principal
Librarian

Implementation:
Increase number of Spanish books
Invoices of Purchased Books
Reading Assessments
Impact:

ELL Student academic growth
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 3 - Student Achievement 1, 2 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 3, 5
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 4
12) Contract an Interventionist to pull small groups of
students in grades
3-5 who need extra time for mastering Reading TEKS.

Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 2500.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 2500.00
1, 9
Principal
Implementation:
Teachers
FTE -- Interventionist Reading Interventionist
Grades, benchmarks
STAAR data
Impact:
Student growth in Reading.
Problem Statements: Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 2 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 5

13) Implement scientifically based programs like the
Imagine Math to provide a program to supplement the
math curriculum and monitor student progress in math.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 13000.00
2
Principal
Implementation:
iStation
Math Benchmark Data
STAAR Math Data
Impact:
Monitor and identify student areas of strength and
weaknesses and growth in Math.
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2, 5 - Technology 2, 4
Funding Sources: 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 250.00
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System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
14) Continue the use of the science lab to provide hands on
instruction to students.

1, 9

Principal
Teacher

Implementation:
Science Lab
Science Grades
Science Benchmarks
STAAR Science test
Impact:

Student exposure to scientific experiments resulting in
growth in the Science content area.
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - Technology 2, 4
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1
15) Purchase scientifically based materials and
supplemental programs to enhance science instruction.

Funding Sources: 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 500.00, 211 - Title I, Part A - 750.00
1, 2, 9 Principal
Implementation:
Stems Scopes/Pearson
Science Grades
Science Benchmarks,
STAAR Science test
Impact:
Student growth in Science content area
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 4 - Student Achievement 1 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 3, 5

Funding Sources: 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 300.00, 211 - Title I, Part A - 300.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL 100.00
System Safeguard Strategy
1, 2, 9 Principal
Implementation:
Teachers
PBMAS
Science Supplemental Programs
16) Utilize supplemental programs, including software and
Science Grades
online resources, to enhance science
Science Benchmarks
instruction for all grade levels:
STAAR Science test
-Brain Pop (3-5)
-Brain Pop Jr. (K-2)
-STEMScopes
-EduSmart

Impact:
Student growth in Science Content Area.
Problem Statements: Demographics 2, 3 - Student Achievement 1 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 2, 3, 4
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 500.00
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System Safeguard Strategy

2

PBMAS
17) Implement Personalized and Independent Literacy in
grades Pre-K-5th in order to encourage literacy practices
amongst students.

Principals
Teachers
RTI Teacher
Librarian

Literacy exposure via:

Implementation:
Student exposure throughout the instructional day within the
Reading Block, Library Time, and extended time when
available.

Impact:

Library
My on Program
IRLA/ENIL

Student grasp of independent reading and literacy
tendencies.
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 3 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 2

System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
18) Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Science
at the 5th Grade
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1
19) Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Reading
at the 3rd - 5th Grade levels
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
20) Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Writing
at the 4th Grade level
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1
21) Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for
Mathematics at the 3rd - 5th Grade levels

Angela G. Leal Elementary School
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Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 500.00, 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 500.00
1
Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Teachers
Student growth in Science Content Area
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 3, 4 - Student Achievement 1
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 500.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 280.00
1
Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Teachers
Student growth in Reading Content Area
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 3 - Student Achievement 1
Funding Sources: 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 4000.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 2700.00
1

Principal
Assistant Principal
Teachers

Implementation:

Student growth in Writing Content Area
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 3 - Student Achievement 1
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 750.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 1500.00
1
Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Teachers
Student growth in Mathematics Content Area
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 3 - Student Achievement 1
Funding Sources: 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 4000.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 2700.00
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Critical Success Factors
CSF 1

8

22) Order and provide equipment and supplies needed to
enhance classroom teaching, center activities, and student
learning for daily functions within the instructional day
= Accomplished

Teachers
Admin

Increased student performance, activities aligned to
objectives taught

Funding Sources: 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 6500.00, 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 3000.00

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 1 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not English. Root Cause 1: The
majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 3: ELL students have a limited English proficiency therefore they are at an academic disadvantage. In addition, ELL students have to learn two languages whereas, their
non-ELL peers are only being taught in their native language. Root Cause 3: 58% of our students are English Language Learners.
Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels of absenteeism. Root Cause 4:
99.74% of students are At Risk

Student Achievement
Problem Statement 1: The campus has not been able to earn State Distinctions. Root Cause 1: Our high population of ELL, economically disadvantage, Migrant, and At-Risk students
adversely affects our scores.
Problem Statement 2: The campus growth in the state assessment passing rates has shown growth, however growth is minal. Root Cause 2: The limited fidelity or no follow up on
professional development effectiveness.

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Problem Statement 2: The director of Human Resources department and staff lack communication in the process of recruitment and hiring. Root Cause 2: When inquiring about possible
jobs, candidates are not given direct answers to their questions and often unmotivated to complete their applications process; therefore turning away possible highly qualified candidates.

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Problem Statement 1: The staff feels that the district curriculum plan needs to be implemented with fidelity. Root Cause 1: Teachers are following scope and sequence of the textbook as
opposed to following the YAG provided by the district. There is limited ongoing training provided throughout the year.
Problem Statement 2: There is a lack of structure in implementation of the curriculum throughout the year. Root Cause 2: There is limited ongoing training provided throughout the year.
Problem Statement 3: Teachers depend on worksheet-formatted assessments rather than authentic TEKS-driven work/products from students. Root Cause 3: There is a lack of effective
teaching materials that are TEKS driven and student centered.
Problem Statement 4: Computer literacy and digital responsibility are not components of technology use. Root Cause 4: There is not enough time to teach the fundamentals of computer
literacy. Emphasis is placed on core curriculum only.
Problem Statement 5: Planning for Sped Ed, ESL, RtI, and GT students is not efficiently written into or carried out in lesson plans as differentiated instruction, but rather as an added,
sometimes disjointed component of daily instruction for these populations. Root Cause 5: Teachers need more training in lesson differentiation for special populations.
Problem Statement 6: PLC sessions are not efficiently used to monitor and/or follow through on the actual use of data are needed. Root Cause 6: Lack of consistency in PLC meeting days.
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Technology
Problem Statement 2: Teachers are unable to use technology when lessons call for it due to double booking of equipment or lack of access to planned websites. Root Cause 2: No organized
scheduling for I-pads, COWS, and computer lab. Difficulty reaching technology personel to unblock access to planned websites.
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of programs for ELL students. Root Cause 3: District did not purchase enough licenses for all students.
Problem Statement 4: Students are unable to utilize technology due to inability to update the systems. Root Cause 4: Teachers do not have access to install updates thus having to submit a
ticket which can take up to 48 hours to resolve.
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Goal 1: By June 2018, Angela G. Leal Elementary will increase academic achievement for all students and thus closing the gap between student populations
in pursuit of advanced performance by participating in a well balanced, challenging, and aligned curriculum, instruction, and assessment program.
Performance Objective 2: By June 2018, Students in 3rd, 4th, & 5th, with a concentrated effort on ELL students, will increase by 15% on the state
assessments by providing scientifically research based instruction through varied activities including hands-on, visuals, and daily lessons to all students
identified as English Language Learners (ELLs).
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: STAAR results for grades 3-5
TELPAS results for grades K-5th
Summative Evaluation 2: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

System Safeguard Strategy

1

PBMAS
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1
1) Implement "Moving Into English" a comprehensive
English language development program that provides
everything teachers need for effective instruction including
domain-based instruction for a focus on academic language
and vocabulary development; thematic, content-based
instruction; differentiated instruction for language and
literacy; and a daily instructional routine in oral language,
reading, and writing.

Monitor
Principal
Assistant Principal
Teachers

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact
Implementation:

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

-Moving Into English
-State test results
1.Imagine Language & Literacy
2. TELPAS
3. STAAR
-End of Year LPAC Student Summary Reports
Impact:

Student effective English Learning
Problem Statements: Demographics 3 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 2, 6
Funding Sources: 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 2500.00
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System Safeguard Strategy

1

PBMAS
2) Implement a reading Bilingual program that follows the
guidelines of a Transitional Bilingual/Early-Exit program
that includes reading instruction based on students English
proficiency levels.

Bilingual teachers
Bilingual Capmus
Coordinator
(Assistant Principal)
LPAC Committee

Implementation:
-OWE Program/Imagine Learning
Review the following data:
TELPAS
LPAC recommendations for ELL students

Impact:
Increase of Student English Proficiency levels.
Problem Statements: Demographics 3 - Student Achievement 1 - Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 6 - Curriculum,
Instruction, and Assessment 5 - Technology 3
Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 4

9

3) Continue the use of the science lab to provide hands on
instruction to students.

4) Purchase supplemental scientifically research-based
supplies and materials that includes technology hardware
and supplies as well as hands on instruction in the
classroom

Principal
Assistant Principal
Bilingual Teachers

Implementation:
Hands On Instruction materials

Results:
Supplement in the mastery of Science content
Funding Sources: 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 250.00
3, 9
Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Hands On Instruction materials
Bilingual Teachers
Results:
Supplement in the mastery of all content areas that include
Reading, Math, Science, and Social Studies
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 4 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 5
Funding Sources: 199 - State Bilingual/ESL - 2500.00

= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 2 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not English. Root Cause 1: The
majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 3: ELL students have a limited English proficiency therefore they are at an academic disadvantage. In addition, ELL students have to learn two languages whereas, their
non-ELL peers are only being taught in their native language. Root Cause 3: 58% of our students are English Language Learners.
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Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels of absenteeism. Root Cause 4:
99.74% of students are At Risk

Student Achievement
Problem Statement 1: The campus has not been able to earn State Distinctions. Root Cause 1: Our high population of ELL, economically disadvantage, Migrant, and At-Risk students
adversely affects our scores.

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Problem Statement 6: The amount of paperwork required for the Bilingual Program absorbs a great amount of time. Root Cause 6: 58% of our students are English Language Learners.

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Problem Statement 2: There is a lack of structure in implementation of the curriculum throughout the year. Root Cause 2: There is limited ongoing training provided throughout the year.
Problem Statement 5: Planning for Sped Ed, ESL, RtI, and GT students is not efficiently written into or carried out in lesson plans as differentiated instruction, but rather as an added,
sometimes disjointed component of daily instruction for these populations. Root Cause 5: Teachers need more training in lesson differentiation for special populations.
Problem Statement 6: PLC sessions are not efficiently used to monitor and/or follow through on the actual use of data are needed. Root Cause 6: Lack of consistency in PLC meeting days.

Technology
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of programs for ELL students. Root Cause 3: District did not purchase enough licenses for all students.
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Goal 1: By June 2018, Angela G. Leal Elementary will increase academic achievement for all students and thus closing the gap between student populations
in pursuit of advanced performance by participating in a well balanced, challenging, and aligned curriculum, instruction, and assessment program.
Performance Objective 3: By June 2018, Students, with a concentrated effort on GT students, will increase by 15% on the state assessments.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 3: STAAR Results
Summative Evaluation 3: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

1) Provide resources and materials to provide enhanced
academic opportunities and differentiated instruction to
gifted and talented students in order to create professional
quality work in alignment with the Texas State Plan for the
Education of the Gifted/Talented Students.

1

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

GT Certified Teachers Implementation:
Principal
Assistant Principal
TPSP Standards/Guidelines
GT Coordinator
GT Funds

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Impact:
Enhanced Academic Opportunities and Differentiated
Student Instruction.
Problem Statements: Demographics 2 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 4 - Family and Community Involvement 3 Technology 1, 2
Funding Sources: 199 - State Gifted and Talented (G/T) - 1000.00
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Critical Success Factors
CSF 2 CSF 7

1

2) Implement the components of and purchase
scientifically-based resources for an effective Gifted and
Talented Program for identified students that reflect
differentiated instruction and opportunities to
enrich/accelerate in areas of students' strength and evaluate
yearly.

GT Certified Teachers Implementation:
Principal
Assistant Principal
Staff, administrators, materials, Gifted & Talented
GT Coordinator
training/trainers,
6-hour GT Updates,
ESC Region 1
30 hour GT Training for New Teachers.
GT Funds
Review Data from Walkthroughs/Classroom visitations,
GT state assessment scores
Impact:

Enrich and accelerate in areas of students' strengths.
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 2, 3, 4 - Technology 2
Funding Sources: 199 - State Gifted and Talented (G/T) - 500.00
1
GT Certified Teachers Implementation:
Principal
Assistant Principal
GT Certified Teacher facilitation
GT Coordinator
Supplemental Resources
Technology
Exposure to Field Trips and Guest Speakers

3) Provide and incorporate supplemental resources
(including, but not limited to electronic equipment,
technology hardware/software, books, instructional
materials, assess to electronic network, etc.) into the
curriculum.

Impact:
Student will create a product and presentation.
Funding Sources: 199 - State Gifted and Talented (G/T) - 500.00
= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 3 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Problem Statement 2: There is a lack of structure in implementation of the curriculum throughout the year. Root Cause 2: There is limited ongoing training provided throughout the year.
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Problem Statement 3: Teachers depend on worksheet-formatted assessments rather than authentic TEKS-driven work/products from students. Root Cause 3: There is a lack of effective
teaching materials that are TEKS driven and student centered.
Problem Statement 4: Computer literacy and digital responsibility are not components of technology use. Root Cause 4: There is not enough time to teach the fundamentals of computer
literacy. Emphasis is placed on core curriculum only.

Family and Community Involvement
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of motivation for parental involvement. Root Cause 3: There are no incentives available for parents to become involved in the school.

Technology
Problem Statement 1: Low number of students are participating in BYOD (Bring your own device). Root Cause 1: School Policy does not allow students to bring their own device.
Problem Statement 2: Teachers are unable to use technology when lessons call for it due to double booking of equipment or lack of access to planned websites. Root Cause 2: No organized
scheduling for I-pads, COWS, and computer lab. Difficulty reaching technology personel to unblock access to planned websites.
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Goal 2: Angela G. Leal Elementary will recruit, develop, support, and retain effective teachers, principals, and other
instructional staff.
Performance Objective 1: Quality professional development will be provided to all instructional staff thus ensuring student success.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Staff development attendance, surveys, and feedback
Summative Evaluation 1: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

System Safeguard Strategy

3

PBMAS
1) Develop a comprehensive
professional development plan based on needs assessment
data using multiple data sources to strengthen the capacity
of staff in the instruction of students at the depth and rigor
required for student achievement on state and local
assessments.

System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
2) Conduct a Comprehensive Needs
Assessment taking into account state achievement
standards to identify areas where teachers need support.
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
3) Provide scheduling to permit more time for teachers to
collaborate with one another on curriculum and instruction
issues.

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Principal
Implementation:
Curriculum Director Walk-throughs
Professional development reports, sign ins
State Assessment data
Benchmarks

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Impact:
Improve student performance
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1, 5, 6
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 500.00, 255 - Title II, Part A, TPTR - 4000.00
1, 2
Principal
Implementation:
Assistant Principal
Needs Assessment
Teachers
RTI Teacher
Impact:
Counselor
Improve student performance
Problem Statements: Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 2, 3 - School Context and Organization 2
2, 4

Principal
Assistant Principal
RTI Teacher

Implementation:
Weekly sign-in sheets for PLCs.
Teacher's summary statements for their planning time.
Agendas for PLCs.
Teacher reliving schedule for PLCs.
Benchmark data.

Impact:
Improve student performance
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 6
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System Safeguard Strategy

2

PBMAS

Principal
Assistant Principal

Critical Success Factors
CSF 3 CSF 6 CSF 7
4) Conduct monthly staff meetings
that provide:
A. Updated information
on changes, and/or new
guidelines for curriculum,
assessments, and programs.
B. Time for discussions
and decisions by teachers
concerning instruction and
assessments.
C. Time for additional
training for teachers in the
depth and rigor of instruction
in the TRS curriculum and the
5E Model for all staff and all
core subject areas.
System Safeguard Strategy
PBMAS
5) Contract with independent consultants that provide
professional
development in reading, mathematics, writing, and science
on scientifically research-based strategies and techniques
that impact student success.

Implementation:
Walk-throughs
Classroom visitations
Sign in sheets
Staff Meeting Agendas
Impact:
Improve student performance

Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 1
Funding Sources: 461 - Campus Activity Fund - 350.00

1, 2

Administration

Implementation:
Professional Development Sign In Sheets
Walk Through Data
Lesson Plans
PLC Data Report
Program-Specific Data Reports

Impact:
Improve student performance
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 3, 5
Funding Sources: 255 - Title II, Part A, TPTR - 3000.00
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6) Provide training on the ELPS Flip Book to impact the
academic achievement of English Language Learners
(ELLs) and identify their TELPAS language domains and
use the linguistic accommodations chart to implement
research-based activities.

2, 3

Assistant Principal

Implementation:
Instruction
ELPS Flip book
STAAR Reading, Writing Math, and Science scores
Student writing journals
All ELPS targeted

Impact:
Improve student performance
Problem Statements: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 5
7) Implement a new teacher orientation plan to help retain
new teachers through:
*New teacher orientation
*New teacher mentors
*New teacher staff development

2, 4, 5

Principals
Professional
Development
Coordinator
Human Resources

Implementation:
Orientation Plan
Orientation
Orientation Sign in sheets
Agendas
Mentor training data

Impact:
Improve student performance
Problem Statements: Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 2
= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 1 Problem Statements:
Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Problem Statement 2: The director of Human Resources department and staff lack communication in the process of recruitment and hiring. Root Cause 2: When inquiring about possible
jobs, candidates are not given direct answers to their questions and often unmotivated to complete their applications process; therefore turning away possible highly qualified candidates.
Problem Statement 3: The amount of excessive paperwork required by the candidate for possible job placement. Root Cause 3: Paperwork needs to be lessened in order to expedite the
process of contracting good candidates.

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Problem Statement 1: The staff feels that the district curriculum plan needs to be implemented with fidelity. Root Cause 1: Teachers are following scope and sequence of the textbook as
opposed to following the YAG provided by the district. There is limited ongoing training provided throughout the year.
Problem Statement 3: Teachers depend on worksheet-formatted assessments rather than authentic TEKS-driven work/products from students. Root Cause 3: There is a lack of effective
teaching materials that are TEKS driven and student centered.
Problem Statement 5: Planning for Sped Ed, ESL, RtI, and GT students is not efficiently written into or carried out in lesson plans as differentiated instruction, but rather as an added,
sometimes disjointed component of daily instruction for these populations. Root Cause 5: Teachers need more training in lesson differentiation for special populations.
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Problem Statement 6: PLC sessions are not efficiently used to monitor and/or follow through on the actual use of data are needed. Root Cause 6: Lack of consistency in PLC meeting days.

School Context and Organization
Problem Statement 2: Lack of participation of stakeholders when surveyed for input when proposals are being made. Root Cause 2: Stakeholders believe that their opinions are not
important.
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Goal 2: Angela G. Leal Elementary will recruit, develop, support, and retain effective teachers, principals, and other instructional staff.
Performance Objective 2: 100% of AGL teachers will meet state requirements for certification in area being taught.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: SBEC Certification Records
Summative Evaluation 2: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

1) Employ Highly Qualified Teacher assistants at the PreK and Kinder level to reduce the pupil teacher ratio to
support instruction.

2

Monitor
Human Resources
Officer
Campus staffing
committees
Principal

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact
Implementation:
CLI
Unit Assessments

Impact:
Highly Qualified Teachers and Staff
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 5
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 0.00, 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 0.00
3, 4, 6 Principal
Implementation:
Human Resources
Documentation of letters

Critical Success Factors
CSF 5
2) Provide all parents information on the parents' right to
request the professional qualifications of his/her child's
classroom teacher. (Parents "Right to Know")

= Accomplished

Impact:
Highly Qualified teachers and staff
Problem Statements: Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 2, 3, 4

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 2 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not English. Root Cause 1: The
majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 3: ELL students have a limited English proficiency therefore they are at an academic disadvantage. In addition, ELL students have to learn two languages whereas, their
non-ELL peers are only being taught in their native language. Root Cause 3: 58% of our students are English Language Learners.
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Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels of absenteeism. Root Cause 4:
99.74% of students are At Risk
Problem Statement 5: Students who travel with their parents lack educational stability, due to high mobility. Root Cause 5: 16.81% of our students are Migrant Students.

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Problem Statement 2: The director of Human Resources department and staff lack communication in the process of recruitment and hiring. Root Cause 2: When inquiring about possible
jobs, candidates are not given direct answers to their questions and often unmotivated to complete their applications process; therefore turning away possible highly qualified candidates.
Problem Statement 3: The amount of excessive paperwork required by the candidate for possible job placement. Root Cause 3: Paperwork needs to be lessened in order to expedite the
process of contracting good candidates.
Problem Statement 4: The amount of paperwork required to recommend a candidate needs to be lessend. Root Cause 4: The amount of paperwork hinders in expediting the process of hiring
good candidates.

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Problem Statement 5: Planning for Sped Ed, ESL, RtI, and GT students is not efficiently written into or carried out in lesson plans as differentiated instruction, but rather as an added,
sometimes disjointed component of daily instruction for these populations. Root Cause 5: Teachers need more training in lesson differentiation for special populations.
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Goal 2: Angela G. Leal Elementary will recruit, develop, support, and retain effective teachers, principals, and other instructional staff.
Performance Objective 3: 100% of Angela G. Leal Elementary teachers will make significant improvements in student academic and social-emotional
performance.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 3: Administration walkthroughs, staff development records
Summative Evaluation 3: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I
4

1) Teacher needs to self-assess and reflect on their own
performance during walkthroughs and use feedback to
make changes.

Monitor
Teacher
Principal
Assistant Principal

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact
Implementation:
Walkthroughs
Observation
T-TESS
Lesson Plans

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Impact:
Improvement in student academic performance
Problem Statements: Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 2, 3
= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 3 Problem Statements:
Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Problem Statement 2: The director of Human Resources department and staff lack communication in the process of recruitment and hiring. Root Cause 2: When inquiring about possible
jobs, candidates are not given direct answers to their questions and often unmotivated to complete their applications process; therefore turning away possible highly qualified candidates.
Problem Statement 3: The amount of excessive paperwork required by the candidate for possible job placement. Root Cause 3: Paperwork needs to be lessened in order to expedite the
process of contracting good candidates.
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Goal 3: Angela G. Leal Elementary will implement program initiatives and activities that reflect a commitment to preparing
all students for post-secondary educational or career paths.
Performance Objective 1: By June 2018, 90% of all graduates will meet college ready requirements.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: TSI scores, SAT scores, ACT scores, and CTE coherent sequence completion
Summative Evaluation 1: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

1) Students will hear presentations from local community
members on the benefits of seeking higher education.

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

1

Counselor
Awareness in higher education benefits
Parent Liasion
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Funding Sources: 865 - Student Activity Fund - 250.00
= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 1 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not English. Root Cause 1: The
majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
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Goal 3: Angela G. Leal Elementary will implement program initiatives and activities that reflect a commitment to preparing all students for post-secondary
educational or career paths.
Performance Objective 2: Develop College and Career readiness skills through project based learning activities for all students in grades PK-12.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: Lesson Plans, Post-secondary Readiness assessments
Summative Evaluation 2: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

System Safeguard Strategy

1

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Administration
Benchmarks
After
School
State Assessment Data
PBMAS
Program Coordinator Improved Academics
1) Provide academic support, enrichment and college and
career readiness through classes and clubs during the After Problem Statements: Demographics 2 - Family and Community Involvement 1
Funding Sources: 352 - 21st Century Grant (9) - 0.00
School Program.

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

2
Principal
Purchase records
2) Provide student planners that are based on researchAssistant Principal
Daily grades/Assignment Sheets
based, peer-reviewed curriculum to keep students on track
Teachers
with their assignments and activities, as they help to build
Problem Statements: Demographics 2, 4 - Family and Community Involvement 3
self-esteem and include healthy lifestyle, tobacco and
substance prevention messages.
Funding Sources: 199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE) - 2000.00
1
Principal
STaR Chart
3) Review and evaluate progress on the procurement of
hardware and digital resources and to asses the degree of
Problem Statements: Technology 2, 4
technology integration.
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 1000.00
1
Principal
Teacher observation, lesson plans, student products
4) Provide all instructional staff training using campus
Assistant
Principal
technology representative to build capacity and proficiency
Technology
in the use of classroom technology tools that promote
Representative
engagement, differentiated learning, and creativity.
Problem Statements: Technology 2
Funding Sources: 461 - Campus Activity Fund - 250.00
= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 2 Problem Statements:
Demographics
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Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels of absenteeism. Root Cause 4:
99.74% of students are At Risk

Family and Community Involvement
Problem Statement 1: There is limited parental involvement on campus that results in a lack of support for student success. Root Cause 1: There is lack of knowledge about the correlation
between parental involvement and student success rates.
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of motivation for parental involvement. Root Cause 3: There are no incentives available for parents to become involved in the school.

Technology
Problem Statement 2: Teachers are unable to use technology when lessons call for it due to double booking of equipment or lack of access to planned websites. Root Cause 2: No organized
scheduling for I-pads, COWS, and computer lab. Difficulty reaching technology personel to unblock access to planned websites.
Problem Statement 4: Students are unable to utilize technology due to inability to update the systems. Root Cause 4: Teachers do not have access to install updates thus having to submit a
ticket which can take up to 48 hours to resolve.
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Goal 4: Angela G. Leal Elementary will provide all students a safe, drug free, learning environment that is conducive to
learning.
Performance Objective 1: 100% of the classroom teachers at AGL will implement strategies to provide students a safe, drug free, learning environment that
is conducive to learning. Discipline referrals will decrease by 15% by June 2018.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Behavior Charts
Training Agendas and Sign-In Sheets
Summative Evaluation 1: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description
1) Acquire a Movie License to ensure compliance with
copyrighted audio/visual material that may serve to
supplement instruction and for use with other activities, i.
e., Family Movie Nights, rewards for academics and
behavior, etc.

Title I
1, 6

Monitor
Counselor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact
Implementation:
films

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Impact: Students will be rewarded with a film as an
incentives for behavior. Increased Parental Involvement.
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1, 3 - School Context and Organization 2 - Technology 2

Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 429.00
2, 4
All Stakeholders:
Implementation:
2) Purchase for implementation Rachel's Challenge. A
Principal
Staff Development
program that strives to foster academic achievement and
Assistant Principal
Sign-in sheets
social-emocional learning by focusing on the connection
Counselor
Agendas
between students, faculty, and staff. The elementary school
RTI Teacher
programs encourage students to use kind words and to do
Teachers
simple acts of kindness. This program addresses root
Impact:
Coaches
problems like isolation, prejudice, and bullying in an ageThe school will become a safer, more connected
CIS Social Worker environment for learning.
appropriate manner. The program focuses on awaking
ASP Director and
hope and desire for change, pique awareness of self and
Staff
others, and stimulate academic achievement.
All Paraprofessionals
Secretary
PIEMS Clerk
Cafeteria Staff
Custodial Staff
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1, 3 - Technology 2
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 5600.00
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3) Implement a campus wide discipline plan (PBIS) to
reduce disciplinary referrals:
*Campus Leadership Team will review and make
adjustments to PBIS manual.

4) Provide plan and procedures for emergency situations
on campus and district, including Lock-down Procedures,
Fire Drills, Discipline Expectations etc.

5) Provide professional development to all teachers and
staff regarding methods for addressing suicide prevention
and sexual abuse of children.

6) Provide Training to all campus personnel by risk
management staff and reference Safety Manual

7) True Blue Celebrations every six weeks to encourage
students to maintain positive behavior in the classroom.

8) Sliding scale for True Blue Celebrations will be
developed to encourage students to maintain positive
behavior in the classroom.

Angela G. Leal Elementary School
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2, 4

Campus Leadership
Team

Implementation: Documentation in reduction of discipline
referrals
walkthroughs/observations

Impact: Reduction in discipline referrals.
Problem Statements: Demographics 4 - School Culture and Climate 1 - Family and Community Involvement 1, 3 - School Context
and Organization 2
4

Principals
Asst. Principals

Implementation: Staff Training in procedures

Impact: Staff and students will understand and follow
procedures for emergency situations.
Problem Statements: School Culture and Climate 1 - School Context and Organization 2
2, 4

Principals
Implementation: sign ins, agendas
Assistant Principals
Teachers
Impact: increased awareness in identifying sexual abuse and
Counselor
suicide prevention.
Nurse
Problem Statements: Demographics 4 - School Culture and Climate 1 - Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention 2
2, 4

Principal
Assistant Principal

Implementation: Training logs

Impact: staff is informed on Safety Manual processes
Problem Statements: School Culture and Climate 1
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 0.00
2
Principal
Implementation: Positive Behavior Support Plan
Counselor
RTI Teacher
Impact: Reduction in disruptive behaviors that result in
Assistant Principals disciplinary actions. Positive reinforcement on campus.
Problem Statements: Demographics 4 - School Culture and Climate 1 - Family and Community Involvement 1
2

Principal
Assistant Principal
Teachers
Counselor

Implementation: Correlate the participation of students from
the first school-wide celebration to the last.

Impact: Improvement in Behavior on campus
Problem Statements: School Culture and Climate 1
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2, 4

Counselor
Implementation: Training agenda, sign-in sheets.
Response to
Intervention Teacher Impact: Staff will be aware and sensitive to students who
have experienced trauma and will understand how to help
make learning successful for all students.
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 4, 5 - Student Achievement 1, 2 - School Culture and Climate 1 - Family and Community
Involvement 1, 3

9) Train Angela G. Leal Elementary staff on how to
conduct a Trauma Sensitive Campus.

= Accomplished

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 1 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not English. Root Cause 1: The
majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels of absenteeism. Root Cause 4:
99.74% of students are At Risk
Problem Statement 5: Students who travel with their parents lack educational stability, due to high mobility. Root Cause 5: 16.81% of our students are Migrant Students.

Student Achievement
Problem Statement 1: The campus has not been able to earn State Distinctions. Root Cause 1: Our high population of ELL, economically disadvantage, Migrant, and At-Risk students
adversely affects our scores.
Problem Statement 2: The campus growth in the state assessment passing rates has shown growth, however growth is minal. Root Cause 2: The limited fidelity or no follow up on
professional development effectiveness.

School Culture and Climate
Problem Statement 1: Students at the campus feel that there are negative attitudes and no respect amongst other members of the campus. Root Cause 1: Due to student
demographic/geographic location and innate family values is stronger than the perceived need abide to the PBIS Implementation core values.

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention
Problem Statement 2: The director of Human Resources department and staff lack communication in the process of recruitment and hiring. Root Cause 2: When inquiring about possible
jobs, candidates are not given direct answers to their questions and often unmotivated to complete their applications process; therefore turning away possible highly qualified candidates.

Family and Community Involvement
Problem Statement 1: There is limited parental involvement on campus that results in a lack of support for student success. Root Cause 1: There is lack of knowledge about the correlation
between parental involvement and student success rates.
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of motivation for parental involvement. Root Cause 3: There are no incentives available for parents to become involved in the school.

School Context and Organization
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Problem Statement 2: Lack of participation of stakeholders when surveyed for input when proposals are being made. Root Cause 2: Stakeholders believe that their opinions are not
important.

Technology
Problem Statement 2: Teachers are unable to use technology when lessons call for it due to double booking of equipment or lack of access to planned websites. Root Cause 2: No organized
scheduling for I-pads, COWS, and computer lab. Difficulty reaching technology personel to unblock access to planned websites.
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Goal 5: Angela G. Leal Elementary will collaborate with parents and community to ensure all students receive a gold
standard education.
Performance Objective 1: By June 2018, parental involvement at Angela G. Leal Elementary will increase by 25%.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Social Media, Parent Center Logs, Parent Agendas, Memos, School Messenger
Summative Evaluation 1: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

Critical Success Factors
CSF 5 CSF 6

1, 4, 6

Critical Success Factors
CSF 3 CSF 5 CSF 6

6

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Parental Involvement Impact:
Liaison
Increased Parental Involvement
Principal
Increase in Student Learning
1) Maintain Parental Involvement center every Wednesday
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1, 3
on a weekly basis

2) Develop and distribute Campus Parental Involvement
Policy and Parent Compact collaboratively with
campus staff and parents.

Critical Success Factors
CSF 5
3) Hold annual Title I meeting to promote school
involvement and
provide information to parents and
community members of Title I program and role of
parents/family
members in any school activity related to Title I.

Angela G. Leal Elementary School
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Administrators
Parent Educators

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

Implementation:
Documented distribution

Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1
6

Administrators
Parent Educators
Parent Engagement
Coordinator

Implementation:
Sign in sheets
Agendas/Invitation of Meeting

Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Demographics 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - Family and Community Involvement 1
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Critical Success Factors
CSF 5
4) Disseminate all information as well
as local and state assessment results to parents in
appropriate language.

5) Increase communication for parents, community
members, and staff through use of school marquee and
flyers.

6

Campus
Administrators
Teachers

Implementation:
Review procedures for dissemination of assessment reports;
Monitor campus adherence to dissemination
procedures; monitor parents receiving assessment reports.

Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1 - School Context and Organization 2
6

Administrators

Implementation:
Increase parent and staff awareness of the different activities
taking place in the district.

Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1, 2
Critical Success Factors
CSF 4 CSF 5
6) Provide parents with training/sessions on LPAC, state
testing, curriculum (TEKS Resource System and STCP),
Title I, Parent Policies, etc.

Critical Success Factors
CSF 5
7) Coordinate with the Community in Schools program to
assist campus with parent communication and support.

Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 437.00
4, 6
Administrators
Implementation:
District Staff
Review sign in sheets for all
sessions attended by parents.
Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Demographics 4 - Student Achievement 1, 2 - Family and Community Involvement 1, 3
1, 6, 10 Principal

Implementation:
Parent Contacts

Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1, 3
Funding Sources: 211 - Title I, Part A - 250.00, 199 - General Fund - 250.00
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Critical Success Factors
CSF 4 CSF 5

6

8) Embed the services of Communities in Schools (CIS) to
provide social services supports (i.e., school supplies,
clothing vouchers, etc.) in order to remove barriers that
will impede learning.

Critical Success Factors
CSF 3 CSF 4 CSF 5 CSF 6

= Accomplished

Implementation:
Student contact logs
Home visit logs
Student goal-setting logs

Impact:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning
Problem Statements: Demographics 2
2, 6

9) Promote parental involvement in school activities such
as:
*Texas Public School Week
*Veteran's Day Ceremony
*Career Fair
*Red Ribbon Week
*Fundraisers
*Health Fair
*End of the Year Graduation, Awards Ceremonies
*Wonderful Wednesday Parental Communication Log

Principal

Principal
Assistant Principal
Counselor
Teachers
Parents

Implementation:
Sign-in Sheets
Parent Contact Logs
Agendas
Parent engagement
Results:
Increased Parental Involvement
Increase in Student Learning

Problem Statements: Family and Community Involvement 1, 3
Funding Sources: 199 - General Fund - 1500.00

= Continue/Modify

= Considerable

= Some Progress

= No Progress

= Discontinue

Performance Objective 1 Problem Statements:
Demographics
Problem Statement 1: Demographics of our geographical location is highly populated with economically disadvantaged students whose first language is not English. Root Cause 1: The
majority of our students are Hispanic/Latino and Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 2: Economically Disadvantaged students come from single family homes, homes located in a high poverty area, and have a lack of access to resources available in the
community. Root Cause 2: 88.8% of our students are Economically Disadvantaged.
Problem Statement 3: ELL students have a limited English proficiency therefore they are at an academic disadvantage. In addition, ELL students have to learn two languages whereas, their
non-ELL peers are only being taught in their native language. Root Cause 3: 58% of our students are English Language Learners.
Problem Statement 4: Students who are At Risk display tendencies associated with having a higher probability of failure, discipline issues, and high levels of absenteeism. Root Cause 4:
99.74% of students are At Risk
Problem Statement 5: Students who travel with their parents lack educational stability, due to high mobility. Root Cause 5: 16.81% of our students are Migrant Students.

Student Achievement
Problem Statement 1: The campus has not been able to earn State Distinctions. Root Cause 1: Our high population of ELL, economically disadvantage, Migrant, and At-Risk students
adversely affects our scores.
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Problem Statement 2: The campus growth in the state assessment passing rates has shown growth, however growth is minal. Root Cause 2: The limited fidelity or no follow up on
professional development effectiveness.

Family and Community Involvement
Problem Statement 1: There is limited parental involvement on campus that results in a lack of support for student success. Root Cause 1: There is lack of knowledge about the correlation
between parental involvement and student success rates.
Problem Statement 2: Although parents prefer the use of Facebook. It is is not a secure site that teachers and students have access to. Root Cause 2: District needs to provide access for
teachers and students to educationally appropriate social media. Parents need to be informed of alternative social media sources that are more appropriate for school use.
Problem Statement 3: There is a lack of motivation for parental involvement. Root Cause 3: There are no incentives available for parents to become involved in the school.

School Context and Organization
Problem Statement 2: Lack of participation of stakeholders when surveyed for input when proposals are being made. Root Cause 2: Stakeholders believe that their opinions are not
important.
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Goal 5: Angela G. Leal Elementary will collaborate with parents and community to ensure all students receive a gold standard education.
Performance Objective 2: Contact with parents will increase by 50% by making phone calls early in the morning before 10:00AM to encourage parents to
bring their children to school.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: Parental Liaison Log
PEIMS Contact Log
CIS Parent Log
Summative Evaluation 2: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Strategy Description

Title I

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 CSF 4 CSF 5 CSF 6

1

Monitor
PEIMS Clerk
Principal

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact
Increase in attendance percentage

Reviews
Formative
Summative
Oct Jan Mar
June

1) Perfect is Perfect celebration held every six weeks for
students that have perfect attendance, no tardies, or left
school early.
= Accomplished
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= Considerable
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System Safeguard Strategies
Goal Objective Strategy
1

1

Description

1

Provide viable curriculum (TEKS Resource System) for direction and assistance in the delivery of exemplar lessons and
rigorous, common curriculum in the core content areas (Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Socials Studies) aligned to
the TEKS and STAAR.

1

1

2

Provide scientifically-research based instructional resources and supplies including: technology hardware and software digital
materials to support curriculum implementation in all core subject areas and for the development of the soft skills for all
students, including intervention materials for mathematics, reading, writing, and science.

1

1

3

a. Use technology to collect, manage, and analyze student assessment data to inform and enhance teaching and school
improvement efforts. b. Provide technology training in Euphoria, and Microsoft applications.

1

1

4

Teachers and staff will report any non-working equipment to administrators to ensure they have working equipment at all times.

5

Purchase and implement the components of a scientifically research-based READING program ENIL, iStation Reading
Spanish, Imagine Learning and Thinking Maps that include: phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and
comprehension. Programs that also including technology integration for all student populations. (Bilingual, Special Education,
GT)

1

1

1

1

6

Provide supplemental instructional support in all core subject areas with the implementation of the following programs: ALL
CORE AREAS -Student Planners/Agendas -ELPS Flip Book -Digital Mobile Labs (Computers on Wheels) ELAR -Saxon
Phonics & Spelling (K-2) -Moving into English (ESL Program) -DMR Reading Shields for Figure 19 -iStation Reading (Engl &
Span) -IRLA/ENIL MATH -Envision Math -Imaging Math (K-5th) -Think Through Math SCIENCE -STEMScopes (K- 5) BrainPOP -Edusmart -Pearson Science

1

1

7

Administer iStation 3x per year and use data to determine reading levels and make instructional decisions and progress
monitoring for differentiated instruction using the 3 tier model of RtI.

1

1

8

Utilize the RTI Teacher to provide small group Tier III instruction for identified students needing intervention.

1

1

9

Provide a 30 min block to address academic needs of students in Pre-K-5th grades in Math and Reading subject areas. RTI
Teacher will provide small group Tier III instruction to ensure students' needs are met.

1

1

10

Provide extended-day and extended- week tutorials to students at risk

1

1

11

Increase the number of Spanish books in the central and classroom libraries.

1

1

12

Contract an Interventionist to pull small groups of students in grades 3-5 who need extra time for mastering Reading TEKS.

1

1

14

Continue the use of the science lab to provide hands on instruction to students.

1

1

15

Purchase scientifically based materials and supplemental programs to enhance science instruction.
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Goal Objective Strategy

Description

1

1

16

Utilize supplemental programs, including software and online resources, to enhance science instruction for all grade levels: Brain Pop (3-5) -Brain Pop Jr. (K-2) -STEMScopes -EduSmart

1

1

17

Implement Personalized and Independent Literacy in grades Pre-K-5th in order to encourage literacy practices amongst
students. Literacy exposure via: Library My on Program IRLA/ENIL

1

1

18

Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Science at the 5th Grade

1

1

19

Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Reading at the 3rd - 5th Grade levels

1

1

20

Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Writing at the 4th Grade level

1

1

21

Purchase supplemental STAAR materials for Mathematics at the 3rd - 5th Grade levels

1

2

1

Implement "Moving Into English" a comprehensive English language development program that provides everything teachers
need for effective instruction including domain-based instruction for a focus on academic language and vocabulary
development; thematic, content-based instruction; differentiated instruction for language and literacy; and a daily instructional
routine in oral language, reading, and writing.

1

2

2

Implement a reading Bilingual program that follows the guidelines of a Transitional Bilingual/Early-Exit program that includes
reading instruction based on students English proficiency levels.

2

1

1

Develop a comprehensive professional development plan based on needs assessment data using multiple data sources to
strengthen the capacity of staff in the instruction of students at the depth and rigor required for student achievement on state and
local assessments.

2

1

2

Conduct a Comprehensive Needs Assessment taking into account state achievement standards to identify areas where teachers
need support.

2

1

3

Provide scheduling to permit more time for teachers to collaborate with one another on curriculum and instruction issues.

2

1

4

Conduct monthly staff meetings that provide: A. Updated information on changes, and/or new guidelines for curriculum,
assessments, and programs. B. Time for discussions and decisions by teachers concerning instruction and assessments. C. Time
for additional training for teachers in the depth and rigor of instruction in the TRS curriculum and the 5E Model for all staff and
all core subject areas.

2

1

5

Contract with independent consultants that provide professional development in reading, mathematics, writing, and science on
scientifically research-based strategies and techniques that impact student success.

3

2

1

Provide academic support, enrichment and college and career readiness through classes and clubs during the After School
Program.
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State Compensatory
Personnel for Angela G. Leal Elementary School:
Position

Name
Alegria, Elsa

Counselor

Alviar, Candice

3rd Grade Teacher

De La Fuente, Sarah

1st Grade Teacher

Diaz-Gomez, Krishna

2nd Grade Teacher

Evans, Carol

Pre - Kinder Teacher

Garcia, Belinda

5th Grade Teacher

Garcia, Jessica

4th Grade Teacher

Garcia, Mary

Dean of Instruction

Garrido, Miguel

5th Grade Teacher

Gonzales, Abigail

3rd Grade Teacher

Gonzales, Sandra

3rd Grade Teacher

Hernandez, Jessica

Kinder Teacher

Hushen, Kelsie

Response to Intervention Teacher

Mendez, Gloria

Pre - Kinder Teacher

Mendieta, Flor

4th Grade Teacher

Mendoza, Erika

4th Grade Teacher

Muniz, Ida

Kinder Teacher

Nunez, Jeffrey

Physical Education Teacher

Ochoa, Lupita

4th Grade Teacher

Puente, Rodolfo

2nd Grade Teacher

Pulido, Monica

1st Grade Teacher

Rodriguez, Amanda

5th Grade Teacher

Rodriguez, Leticia

Fine Arts Teacher
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Rodriguez, Mayra

1st Grade Teacher

Rodriguez, Patricia M.

Assistant Principal

Rodriguez, Veronica

Librarian

Schoen, Cynthia

Special Education

Taylor, Laura

Kinder Teacher

Ybarra, Mariza

3rd Grade Teache
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17-18 Needs Assessment Team
Committee Role

Name

Position

Administrator

Virginia Romero

Principal

Administrator

Patricia Rodriguez

Assistant Principal

Administrator

Maria Garcia

Assistant Principal

Counselor

Elsa Alegria

Counselor

Classroom Teacher

Kelsie Hushen

RTI Teacher

Non-classroom Professional

Veronica Rodriguez

Librarian

Classroom Teacher

Mayra Rodriguez

Pre-K Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Jessica Hernandez

Kinder Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Laura Taylor

1st Grade Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Sarah De La Fuente

2nd Grade Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Abigail Gonzales

3rd Grade Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Erika Mendoza

4th Grade Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Mariza Ybarra

5th Grade Teacher

Paraprofessional

Annie Arellano

Instructional Assistant

Special Education Teacher

Cynthia Schoen

Special Education Teacher

District-level Professional

Connie Cruz

Elementary Director of Implementation

Parent

Elsa Ulloa

Parent

Community Representative

Maria G. Rodriguez

Community Representative

Campus Secretary

Belinda S. Villarreal

Campus Secretary

PEIMS Clerk

Felicia De La Rosa

PEIMS Clerk

Business Representative

Rey Avila

Founder of Texas Conjunto Music Hall of Fame
and Museum
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Campus Funding Summary
199 - General Fund
Goal

Objective

Strategy

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

1

1

3

Printer Ink, Paper, Charts, Chrome Boooks,

199 11 6397 00 117 8 11 A 00

$1,000.00

1

1

4

Technology representative, computers, computer
cables/wires/adapter, hardware, Technology TEKS

199 11 6397 00 117 8 11 A 00

$1,500.00

1

1

7

Computer internet access, printer, paper, ink, RTI Teacher input,

199 11 6399 00 117 8 11 A 00

$300.00

1

1

8

RTI teacher, computers, paper, ink, printer, Tiered mapping, Report
Cards, Daily Grades, i-Station Reports

$14,000.00

$200.00

1

1

10

Teachers/Professionals for Tutorials, STAAR data, Benchmark data,
Six Weeks exam data, RTI Teacher, Dean, printer, paper, ink,
computers, school open for extended days and extended week
199-11-6118.00-117-8-30-A-00
tutorials, Language Arts State Standards, resources for teaching
tutorials

1

1

11

Grade level books in Spanish, classroom sets of Spanish books,
reading assessments in Spanish, printer, ink, paper, computer,
Reports for Student Reading Growth

199 12 6326 00 117 8 11 A 00

$2,500.00

1

1

16

computer, projection devices, paper, pencils, ink, copier, printer,
speakers

199 11 6399 00 117 8 11 A 00

$500.00
$500.00

1

1

17

planning time, professional development for literacy centers,
projection devices, paper, ink, printer, copier, cardstock, construction 199 11 6399 00 117 8 11 A 00
paper, laminator, lamination film.

2

1

1

Comprehensive, ongoing, and more availability of professional
development sessions/sign in sheets, Walk-throughs, Needs
assessment, State Assessment data/Benchmarks data,

199 13 6411 00 117 8 11 A 00

$500.00

4

1

1

movie license, projector, computer, rewards / incentives, parental
flier

199 11 6397 00 117 8 11 A 00

$429.00

4

1

2

Rachel's Challenge Program & Consultation Services

199-31-6291.00-117-8-11-A-00

$5,600.00

4

1

6

CKE (Local), flyers, paper, ink, printer, laptop, projector, document
camera

5

1

5

Time; Marquee Programing System; Flyers
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5

1

7

Flyers, Instructional Materials to help their children at home

199 11 6399 00 117 8 11 A 00

$250.00

5

1

9

Event Flyers, supplies, copies, and incentives.

199 11 6399 00 117 8 11 A 00

$1,500.00

Sub-Total

$29,216.00

199 - State Compensatory Education (SCE)
Goal

Objective

Strategy

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

1

1

1

Classroom Instructional Materials

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$15,000.00

1

1

2

Classroom Instructional Materials and Resources

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$10,000.00

1

1

9

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$300.00

1

1

14

internet access, computers, printer, ink, Science Lab, COWS,
experiment materials, triple beam balance, test tubes, beakers, water, 199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00
oil, batteries, foil paper

$500.00

1

1

15

Classroom Instructional Materials

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$300.00

1

1

17

Classroom Instructional Supplies

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$500.00

1

1

19

Mentoring Minds, Forde Ferrier

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$4,000.00

1

1

21

GF Educators, Forde Ferrier

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$4,000.00

1

1

22

Classroom Instructional Materials and Supplies

199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$6,500.00

2

2

1

Human Resources, newly hired paperwork, CIRCLE Unit
Assessments

3

2

2

Planners

$0.00
199 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$2,000.00

Sub-Total

$43,100.00

199 - State Gifted and Talented (G/T)
Goal

Objective

Strategy

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

1

3

1

paper, scissors, tape, glue, colors, markers, construction paper,
Popsicle sticks, hot glue gun, hot glue sticks, bordett, science boards, 199 11 6399 00 117 8 21 A 00
computers, ink, printer, usbs, time, classroom, index cards

1

3

2

professional development for teachers, books, computers, ink,
printer, paper,

1

3

3

$1,000.00

199 13 6239 00 117 8 21 A 00

$500.00

199 11 6397 00 117 8 21 A 00

$500.00

Sub-Total
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199 - State Bilingual/ESL
Goal

Objective

Strategy

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

1

1

1

Classroom Instructional Materials

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$5,000.00

1

1

5

ENIL Kits

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$2,500.00

1

1

9

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$500.00

1

1

11

Grade level books in Spanish, classroom sets of Spanish books,
reading assessments in Spanish, printer, ink, paper, computer,
Reports for Student Reading Growth

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$2,500.00

1

1

13

Duplicating Paper will be bought to make copies of reports to ensure
199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00
student success in all subject areas.

$250.00

1

1

15

Classroom Instructional Materials

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$100.00

1

1

18

Staar Master - Science

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$280.00

1

1

19

STAAR Master

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$2,700.00

1

1

20

GF Educators, Staar Writing

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$1,500.00

1

1

21

Staar Master

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$2,700.00

1

1

22

Classroom Instructional Materials and Supplies

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$3,000.00

1

2

1

"Moving Into English" ESL Program

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$2,500.00

1

2

3

Classroom Instructional Materials

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$250.00

1

2

4

Classroom Instructional Materials and Supplies

199 11 6399 00 117 8 25 A 00

$2,500.00

Sub-Total

$26,280.00

211 - Title I, Part A
Goal

Objective

Strategy

1

1

1

Access to TEKS Resources System, access to printer with ink and
paper, Teacher computers with Internet access, additional teacher
purchase resources,

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$10,000.00

1

1

2

computers, internet access, software, student names and passwords,
websites

211 11 6399 00 117 7 30 A 00

$10,000.00
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1

1

6

IRLA/ENIL kits for teachers, Resources for Sheltered Instruction,
ELPS Flip Book, Thinking Maps, Saxon Phonics and Spelling, On
our Way to English, DMR Reading Shields; Student agendas,
printer, paper, ink, computers, SRI/SMI reports, Benchmark Data,
Six Weeks Grades, State Assessment data, IRLA/ENIL Weekly
Reports, iStation Reports, Think Through Math Reports, Lesson
Plans, PLC data, Digital Mobile Labs (COW), Online Resources:
Scholastic Reading Inventory, Scholastic Math Inventory, Envision
Math, Think Through Math, STEMScopes, iStation Reading,
BrainPop, Edusmart, Pearson Science, usernames and passwords

1

1

8

Intructional Materials

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$300.00

1

1

9

RtI Teacher, Data, Time, Classroom, Lesson Plans, Benchmark data,
STAAR data, Tier grouping maps, Grades, printer, ink, paper,
211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00
computers, internet access

$300.00

1

1

12

FTE -- Reading interventionist, Growth Charts for students,
benchmarks, STAAR data, grades

1

1

14

Instructional classroom experiment materials

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$750.00

1

1

15

Classroom Instructional Materials

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$300.00

1

1

18

GF Educators, Green Apples Educational Materials

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$500.00

1

1

20

The Writing Academy, Motivational Writing

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$750.00

2

2

1

Human Resources, newly hired paperwork, CIRCLE Unit
Assessments

3

2

3

printer, ink, ipads, computers, laptops, hdmi wires, digital projectors,
211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00
document cameras

5

1

7

Flyers, Instructional Materials to help their children at home

211-11-6399.00-117-8-30-A-00

$2,500.00

$13,000.00

$0.00
$1,000.00

211 11 6399 00 117 8 30 A 00

$250.00

Sub-Total

$39,650.00

255 - Title II, Part A, TPTR
Goal

Objective

Strategy

2

1

1

Professional Development in the content areas -- Travel

255 13 6411 00 117 8 24 A 00

$4,000.00

2

1

5

Time, Contract, Technology Equipment, Professional Development
Sign In Sheets, Reading, Math, Writing, Science, Program Materials, 255 13 6291 00 117 8 24 A 00
PLC Data Report Program-Specific Data Reports

$3,000.00
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Sub-Total

$7,000.00

352 - 21st Century Grant (9)
Goal

Objective

Strategy

Resources Needed

3

2

1

college flags, career fair, poster maker, recruit community members,
paper, ink

Account Code

Amount
$0.00
Sub-Total

$0.00

461 - Campus Activity Fund
Goal

Objective

Strategy

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

2

1

4

Staff Meeting Sign in Sheets, Staff Meeting Agendas

461 36 6499 PA 117 8 00 0 00

$350.00

3

2

4

ipads, computers, laptops, printer, ink, professional development,

461 36 6499 PA 117 8 00 0 00

$250.00

Sub-Total

$600.00

865 - Student Activity Fund
Goal

Objective

Strategy

3

1

1

Resources Needed
Flyers, Tables, Chairs, Refreshments

Account Code

Amount

461 36 6499 ST 117 8 00 0 00

$250.00

Sub-Total

$250.00

Grand Total $148,096.00
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Appendix A
(Fig. 1) Student Analysis: School Climate Data Sample

(Fig. 2) Teacher Analysis: School Climate/Attitude Data Sample

(Fig. 3) Student Analysis: School Vision and Mission Data Sample

(Fig. 4) Staff Analysis: School Vision and Mission Data Sample

(Fig. 5) Staff Analysis: School Attitudes/Relationships Data Samples

(Fig. 6) Student Analysis: School Attitudes/Relationships Data Samples

(Fig. 7) Student Analysis: School Safety Data Sample

(Fig. 8) Teacher/Staff Analysis: School Safety Data Sample

(Fig. 9) Teacher Analysis: Classroom Management and Organization Data
Sample

(Fig. 10) Student Analysis: Student Extracurricular Activities Data Sample

(Fig. 11) Teacher Analysis: Teacher Extracurricular Activities Data Sample

(Fig. 12) Student Analysis: Student Perception of Facilities and Physical
Environments Data Sample

(Fig. 13) Teacher Analysis: Teacher Perception of Facilities and Physical
Environments Data Sample

(Fig. 1) Student Analysis: School Climate Data Sample

